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Mother Nature smiles on the Kangaroo Valley Show at last
Given the overwhelmingly wetness of
January and February and some
miserable weather predictions leading
up to the weekend we were incredibly
lucky to escape with only one downpour
on Friday night!
This did unfortunately cut short another
impressive Talent Quest but may have had
a positive effect on the bar takings as
punters took shelter from the rain and
enjoyed some great musical
entertainment.
Our fantastic groundsmen, Duncan Rutherford
and Paul Williams and their team of capable
helpers coped admirably with a rash of

boggings on Saturday morning due to the
thorough soaking overnight but otherwise the
Show was able to proceed very successfully in
relatively mild, if slightly steamy conditions!
Comment has been made by many who attended
the Show that it had a particularly cheerful
atmosphere this year.
Perhaps everyone was uplifted by the rare sight
of sunshine which has been sadly missing over
the last few weeks.
More likely the great atmosphere results from the
generous and cheerful attitude of the wonderful
Show Committee and the fantastic band of
community volunteers who all work together to
make the Kangaroo Valley Show the unique
experience that we all love.

L to r: Sharon Selby, Alsion Baker and
Katrina Thomas enjoyed the tussle of the
Veterans Iron Lady competition
The helpers are too many to name, but your
amazing efforts are definitely appreciated.
Perhaps you noticed the signs up around the
Showground thanking our sponsors, both new
and old, businesses, families and individuals
who by their generous support allow the Show
to go on each year.
They were also listed in our Schedule.
Please support the businesses who support our
community.
(Continued on page 7)
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Last chance to review LEP proposals
Shoalhaven City Council Mayor, Paul
Green has said the specially convened
meetings would enable Council to carefully
consider submissions received during the
draft LEP exhibition period.
“Over 3,000 individual draft LEP submissions
were received by Council staff throughout an
exhaustive 13 week exhibition period
Given the sheer number of submissions and
complexity of the issues raised within them,
Council resolved to hold a series of Special
Development Committee meetings throughout
March and April to properly consider the
issues raised throughout the exhibition
Upcoming Special Development Committee period”.
meetings for Draft Shoalhaven
What is rightly of concern to those who have
Environmental Plan 2009 (LEP)
been involved in monitoring the passage of
these draft proposals, is that Councillors are
If you lodged a response to the LEP last year
almost obligated to consider summaries of the
you may have received advice from Gordon
Clark at Council of several Special Meetings of objections and counter proposals which have
been prepared by Council staff.
the Development Committee at Council to
Short cuts of aggregation and bulk assessments
consider the LEP and the huge number of
(and perhaps bias) mean that there is real
objections it received.
danger (because ot the sheer volume of
For those who may not have received this
submissions) that Councillors will be fed a
advice the first of these meetings is at 4 pm
single administratively bundled view in the
Monday 5 March 2012 and it is hoped that a
council staff’s haste to complete the process.
number of members of the Valley comay be
That is why those who can make the effort to
able to attend.
be at these meetings should do so.
It is vital the Councillors understand that the
level of community interest has not diminished. On other matters there is widespread coverage
There will also be meetings held 8,12,14 & 15 of yet another spectacularly successful show.
They just keep getting better. Well done to all.
March with further dates in March/April if
The Bowling Club drama is being played out
necessary.
with an auction of the property (at Berry) on
The business papers for the meetings will be
March 21, see advertisement page 38.
uploaded to a dedicated Draft LEP 2009
There may still be a hope that some new
website at
www.slep2009.shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au prior to organisation might emerge to revitalise the
club (see letters page 4) but the general
the meetings.
consensus is that the real estate development
Council is also progressively loading
possibilities will prove irresistible in the end.
summaries of the responses received to the
Lastly good fortune to the organisers of the Up
Draft LEP on the project website.
a River Festival and fund raiser. They have put
You can view these under the “Latest Draft
together a creative and innovative program and
Shoalhaven LEP Updates” section.
Please make an effort to attend at least one of deserve support for their efforts.
Carl Leddy
the meetings!

The following communique received
from Keith Learn of the Kangaroo
Valley Community Association is of
great importance to Valley
residents and is reprinted here.
The Voice intends to be at the first
meeting and would encourage all residents
to take an active part in this process which
will govern Council planning and controls
for developments as well as existing
regulations for many years to come.
Subject

Letters to the Editor
All letters must be signed
by the writer and give both
business and home phone
numbers so letters can be
verified if necessary.
The writer’s name will be
published with the letter.
Mail to :
The Editor
c/o Post Office
Kangaroo Valley. 2577
Or
thevoice@kagaroovalley.nsw.au

The Editor

The Upper Kangaroo River Progress
Association would like to thank the
community of Kangaroo Valley for their
generosity and support of the up a river…
festival and fundraiser and the restoration
and renewal of the upper river hall.
To all our members, volunteers, sponsors,
artists, donators of produce or prizes, those
who came to party or to dine, to buy, to
dance, to perform, to help, to frolic in the
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The 2012 Kangaroo Valley Show in pictures

Another show! Another ribbon! Sigh!

Glengarry boys head up the Grand Parade for the Valley Show.

Our thanks to Sue Williamson, Norriss
Ingrisch and Allan Lockyer for their
photographic contributions to this feature.
Left: So what’s the hold up?
Right: I’m not going there !

Wait! Nature calls ….

You promised! No dressing up!….

The willing….

…. and the unwilling
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Letters to the Editor (continued)
paddocks…we thank you and hope you
enjoyed yourselves!
Sarah Butler
(April issue of the Voice will have all the
photos, news, reviews and more from the
festival…)
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The Editor

First aid is a life skill for life

St John ambulance is an organization of
volunteers that attend a wide variety of events
throughout the Shoalhaven.
In Kangaroo valley we attend the king of the
mountain and the folk festival in September and
The Editor
every two years, the Timor trek
At the majority of events that we attend, we are
Help greatly appreciated
there because of the requirements of public
liability insurance.
Kangaroo Valley Bush Retreat was humbled
In 2010 we carried out 6500 hrs of voluntary
and proud to host Robert and Wendy’s Rescue duties plus our training /meeting nights and
wedding last December.
days.
We would like to take this opportunity to
We need more members so that we can do the
thank everyone in the Valley that offered their duties more easily without the burden being
services and unfortunately not all were able to placed on the members
be used.
We have five tiers in St John, junior cadets 8 to
However in particular, we would like to thank 11; cadets 12 to 14; senior cadets 15 to 17 ;
Jacqui Szymoniczek from Golf & Country
probationary members 18 plus and full
Resort for their kind offer to host 18 full
members 18 plus
playing guests a round of Golf and meals.
To become a probationary member, a person
This wedding will live on in the memory of all does a senior first course at your expense,
who contributed.
completes a stage one work book on the
Regards organisation and history which takes a few
Kurt Menzel weeks after which you start your stage two
workbook and get issued with your uniform.
This is the probationary training period and
takes as long as needed, for you to gain
confidence under supervision.
Towards the end of this period, you will do an
advanced first aid course and this will allow
you to become a full member when assessed as
being reasonably confident in treating patients,
as a full member you will be issued with a first
aid kit to keep while in St John, all training
after the initial senior first aid course are at St
John expense, all courses are valid for three
years and some qualifications are retested
yearly
A, very important consideration to think about
is that as a first aid person, you could come
across a situation where urgent help is needed
and you will have the training to help and
Joanna Gash MP
possibly save a life,
To obtain more information, contact
Federal Member for Gilmore
0244212384
John Creasey

May I help you?
I will be visiting Kangaroo
Valley on Thursday 3 May
between
2pm and 3pm outside the
Pioneer Motel, 152 Moss Vale
Road, Kangaroo Valley.
My office is open 8am to 6pm Monday to
Friday and is located at
24 Berry Street, Nowra 2541
Ph: 4423 1782 Fax: 4423 1785
joanna.gash@aph.gov.au
www.joannagash.com.au

Getting the Job Done!
Written & authorised by Joanna Gash MP
24 Berry Street NOWRA 2541
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Jo Gash will be hard to replace
So our hard working local Federal Member,
Joanna Gash, has decided that she can better
serve our community from the position of
Mayor of the Shoalhaven.
I think it would be fair to say that, whatever
your leanings, she has always been willing to
listen and move whatever obstacle to help
build a better community for us.
I know that nothing is a sure thing however I
wish her well in her future journey.
This decision also leaves a huge hole in our
Federal Representation.
Let’s hope that her replacement is as easy to
approach, a people person and one who is
committed to deliver a like herculean effort
that we have come to expect since 1996.
I am sure that the Gilmore Community is smart
enough to choose an individual that will best
serve our community.
Jason Horton
The Editor

Do you want to keep a Community
Club in the Valley?

Having bought a house in the Valley with my
partner Malcolm only 14 months ago we not
only admire the beauty of the Valley but also
the community spirit that we have enjoyed.
Whether new to the Valley or with generations
of family linked to the Valley the reaction to
the closure of the Bowlo has been the same:
disappointment and sorrow that despite the
best efforts of many volunteers and supporters
the land on which the Bowlo stands is up for
auction.
The community spirit in Kangaroo Valley is
truly wonderful – people working together to
help the Valley and the people who live here.
The Kangaroo Valley Show is but one example
of how both long term locals and relative
newcomers work together to bring about a
weekend of wonderful activities the diversity
of which belies the relatively small number of
people involved in running the event.
Can the same community spirit that organises
events like the Kangaroo Valley Show, the Up
The Editor
a river Festival and Fundraiser, and the
Kangaroo Valley Arts Festival mobilise to
Legacy could do with a hand
preserve and extend the community facilities
The Nowra legacy group is one of six groups that that the Bowlo used to provide?
make up the Wollongong and South Coast
I believe it can. But, and it is a big but, we
Legacy groups.
must organise very quickly and effectively to
Covers the area from Kangaroo Valley, Berry,
achieve this objective.
Shoalhaven Heads to the Bay and Basin.
The first and crucial step is that the land be
In that area we have about 530 widows of exsecured by a group that supports the continued
servicemen that we look after in accordance with provision of community facilities on this site.
laid down guidelines, there are at present four
Without doubt if a developer buys the land
widows in the valley on our list.
then it will want to maximise its returns from
It is a very rewarding experience to visit these
subdividing the land and there would be no
ladies, usually on a monthly basis:
space for community facilities.
Nowra Legacy is asking that anyone, male or
Obviously what is needed is money.
female, who might be interested in joining
Some of the concerned residents of the Valley
Nowra Legacy to contact 4421 2384 for further
have been discussing the possibility of forming
information.
John Creasey a syndicate that would make available the
funds needed to purchase the land at the
For Valley Voice
auction on the 21 March.
advertising please phone
It has been suggested that, by subdividing

44 651 621

(Continued on page 5)
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Up a River festival right ready to rumble
Dear supporters of Upper River Hall
We are looking forward to seeing you all in a
weeks time at the Up a river...festival and
fundraiser!
Just thought I would let you know about our
silent auction prizes, as a couple of them are
quite specific and you may want to think about
them or tell family and friends about them
(perhaps someone thinking of building soon, or
someone who is a mad trivia and theatre
buff?).
As well as our wonderful commissioned art
works, we have four fantastic prizes up for
silent auction over the festival weekend:
‘Community Hall’ limited edition print by
Reg Mombassa.
Framed digital limited edition print (82/100) of
Chris O’Doherty’s (aka Reg Mombassa)
painting of the Upper River Hall.
Valued at: $600
Architectural / design consultation by award
winning architect Edward Szewczyk:
internationally awarded architect of Big Rock
Jetty, Big Rock Residence.
2-3 hour site consultation in Kangaroo Valley
or Sydney to assess possibilities and directions
for domestic projects.
Valued at: $600

Community Club
concept floated
(Continued from page 4)

some of the land and selling it, the syndicate
could recover their investment and leave a
surplus to fund the redevelopment of the
existing club premises. In this sale process it
might be appropriate to give priority to Valley
residents encountering difficulty in securing
accommodation that would allow them to stay
in the Valley for example, those establishing
new families or those seeking to move off rural
holdings for their retirement.
At the moment two parties are prepared to
commit $50,000 each.
You can understand that this will not be nearly
enough to secure the land.
Therefore the first task is to identify others
who would be willing and financially able to
join the syndicate.
While this is a substantial commitment that
would be beyond the means of many residents
of the Valley there may be enough community
minded residents with the necessary financial
resources to make this proposal a reality.
The immediate priority is to identify such
people and encourage them to commit to the
project.
If a syndicate is formed and is successful in
securing the land there will be an opportunity
for every person in the Valley to contribute to
developing a community centre that will
provide a wide range of facilities to meet the
diverse needs of the Valley.
One possibility would be to form a new
Kangaroo Valley Community Club that would
lease and operate the redeveloped centre.

Sydney Theatre Company – trivia and
theatre package.
2 tickets to the STC Pub Trivia Night – food,
drinks and trivia with supporters of the STC and
the brightest actors in town! Thursday 8th
March. Beresford Hotel, Surry Hills.
Three tickets to “Yes, Prime Minister” at Sydney
Theatre, Walsh Bay on Sat 14th April 2012.
A voucher for two tickets to any 2012 STC Main
Stage production.
Total value: over $600

A night for two in Bundanoon.
At the award winning Yallambee Bed &
Breakfast, including one nights stay for two
adults, afternoon tea, a candlelit dinner, cooked
breakfast and use of all guest facilities.
Valued at: $250
Of course all proceeds from all auctions and
activities will be going towards the restoration
and renewal of the upper river hall. Let’s hope
the sun shines.
See you at the festival!
Sarah Butler

Harvest time in March—in Upper River
The harvesting
of the 2011
vintage at
Yarrawa Estate
is getting closer.
Sue and Mark
Foster expect the
grapes to be
ready by midMARCH.

As in previous years they welcome all help
from the Valley’s ‘seasonal pickers’.
It is such a fun day and a chance to feel part of
the production of yet another glorious drop of
chambourcin, catch up on all the local ‘gos’
and enjoy a hearty lunch and liquid
refreshments.
Please ‘phone Sue to register your interest and
she will advise the actual date in March.
Telephone 44 651 165
Joan Bray

As the proposal moves through the various
planning approval processes it will be important
that Shoalhaven Council is left in no doubt about
the community’s support for the project.
When the centre becomes available Valley
residents need to make good use of it so that all
the effort is worthwhile and the centre remains
viable.

I have only had the space to summarise the
broad outline of this idea.
Some work has been done on the details and if
you would like more information or would like
to suggest people who might be able to support
the project financially then please contact
Marilyn Jessop 0414330305 or
mariken@bigpond.com

SENIORS ACCOMMODATION & SUPPORT

Services available in Kangaroo Valley
As reported in the December Voice, the committee investigating the
feasibility of establishing a seniors accommodation facility in Kangaroo
Valley has expanded its aims to include the provision of information on
services which are available to assist seniors in remaining in their own
homes as long as possible. These include domestic assistance,
personal care, Meals on Wheels and transport.
HACC (Home and Community Care, a joint Commonwealth and State
government program) has produced a “Service Guide for the frail elderly
and people with disabilities who live at home and their carers”. Copies
of this booklet are now available at Kangaroo Valley Post Office,
Ambulance Station, Pharmacy, General Store & Newsagency, Friendly
Grocer and Barrengarry Store. The booklet may also be downloaded online: go to the community website kangaroovalley.nsw.au, click on
“Directory”, then on “Seniors”, and follow the link.
If you would like a copy of the booklet sent to you, or for any other
information, please contact Tony Barnett (Committee Chair) on 4465 1800
or Simon Harrington (Secretary) on seniors@kangaroovalley.nsw.au.
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VIEW Club update
What a great start to 2012 as we met
together and enjoyed lunch and
friendship at The Friendly Inn.
Elaine Apperley spoke to us about the
history and the work of the volunteers at
Pioneer Farm.
She listed the great number of achievements
that have been accomplished in the setting up
and running the Pioneer Museum.
Elaine has given an enormous amount of her
time to ensure the success of the Pioneer
Museum.
She thanked those who have helped her and we
hope that she continues to receive help and
support from the community.
Margaret Bailey, our Zone Councillor, joined
us for lunch and the Annual General Meeting.
She inducted the new committee and
congratulated us on our new positions.
Our retiring President Margaret McLachlan
presented her report. She individually thanked
those who held office during her presidency
and thanked all members for their support and
encouragement.
She listed the luncheon speakers during 2011
and other events and said “it makes me realise
2011 was a delightfully busy year.
And the fact that we can raise money for The
Smith Family and our Learning for Life child
by enjoying ourselves so much is great.”
She wished Jan Cole our new President and the
2012 Committee all the best for the coming
year.
We thank Margaret for a very successful and
enjoyable 3 years of leadership.
Our next luncheon meeting will be held on
Friday 9th March at The Friendly Inn 11.30
a.m. for 12 noon.
Our guest speaker will be Deidre Baker from
Shoalhaven Community Transport.
She will speak about transport options.
Please phone Jan Starkey on 4465 2080 or
email her jjstarkey42@bigpond.com by 6 pm

Kangaroo Valley Post Office
Think
globally
Transact
locally

Stationery

Bendigo
Bank
CBA
NAB
St George
IMB

Planet Ark recycling

New members and guests are welcome. Please
on the Wednesday before the lunch if you are
phone our President Jan Cole 4861 7572 for
unable to attend.
It is necessary for us to provide the caterer with details.
Jeannette Dumbrell
accurate numbers for our luncheon otherwise our
Publicity Officer
club will be charged.

Ancient empire to feature at ADFAS meeting
The Australian Decorative and Fine Arts
Society begins the Lecture Series for 2012
with Dr Michael O’Brien showing and
speaking on “The Art and Architecture
of the Khmer Empire”.
The lecture includes a brief account of the
geography, the historical sources, the
language and religion of the Khmers, and
traces the development of the empire from
small Indianised states in the 6th century to
the establishment of their capital in the
Angkor region in 803 and on its demise
after the middle of the 13th century.
We will be shown how the sculpture and

+ 70 more
financial
institutions

architecture evolved during this time.
Although there are hundreds of temples and
other structures at Angkor, three of the most
significant will be discussed in detail, Banteay
Srei (967), Angkor Wat (early 12th century)
and the Bayon (early 13th century) with brief
mention of some others.
Our well-attended lectures are varied and full
of interest so be sure to come along to the
Berry School of Arts at 7.30 pm on Thursday,
March 29 and renew your membership.
Visitors are also very welcome to ADFAS
evenings.
The cost is $25 which includes a light supper.
Cecily Hewett ADFAS Publicity

ANZAC Day in Kangaroo Valley
The march will commence from Osborne
Park Showground at 10 am and proceed
to the War Memorial in the centre of the
Village for the Service, from 10am-11.am.
The road will be closed either end of the
township from the Ambulance Station
corner on the western approach and the
Show ground gate between Glenmack
Caravan Park and Osborne Park on the
in order of their placement adjacent to the
Eastern approach, from 9.45 am-11.15am. Memorial.

Family members of ex-servicemen who wish to
march in the parade should arrive at the
Showground at 9.30am.
Teachers
Anyone wishing to lay wreaths, please register
C.U.
these with the
Police C.U.
attendants at the
Memorial from
Visa Cr
9 am - 9.30 am.
Mastercard
They will be
Cr
listed and called
Illawarra
C.U.

Ink cartidges

The Smith Family VIEW Club Committee for 2012.
L to r. Jan Starkey, Christine Short, Sue Pfafflin, Jeannette Dumbrell, Margaret McLachlan,
Barbara Bloom, Margaret Bailey (Zone Councillor), Carole McCallum and Jan Cole (President).
Una Chapman absent.

If possible with the weather restrictions a flyover by the RAAF has been arranged.
Osborne Park will be the venue for the postService family activities.
Drinks and Ice creams for the children are
provided and the Lions Club serve up a
delicious Sausage Sizzle..
Then the Awards for the competitions will be
presented to the school children.
Should you have any queries please ‘phone me
on 44651851.
Joan Bray
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(Continued from page 1)

The inaugural interactive local
produce stall ‘’Taste the Valley’’
was extremely well patronised
with the line up for delicious,
freshly made flat bread wraps and refreshing
fruit and yoghurt meaning stall organizers were
at times quite run off their feet!
Word has it that the success of the stall will
result in a generous donation to the A & H
Association for the Show for which we are
most grateful.
The catering in the lunch room was superb and
the friendly, restful atmosphere in the hall
provided a welcome respite from the action
outdoors to enjoy a refreshing cuppa and a
lovely bite to eat.
Of course the Lion’s Club once again put in a
tremendous effort to keep the old Show
favourites coming, for a quick snack on the go
or to savour while doing a bit of spectating.
Thanks to all those who kept us so well fed and
watered over the two days.
We hope you enjoy the great photos taken by
Kangaroo Valley A & H Showgirls Caitlin and Olivia Mairinger flank proud mother Julie.
Sue Williamson, published in this edition of
She is outstanding in her positive, ‘’can do’’
Sharon worked closely with Donna this year
the Voice. She very skillfully captures the
attitude
and
her
cheerful,
open
approach
to
all
and Donna will remain on hand to ensure a
action and the atmosphere of the Show !
the people she interacts with and the many tasks smooth change over for the 2013 Show.
A big thank you to a special lady!
she takes on.
The Kangaroo Valley A & H Committee and
Three years ago Donna Parker had enjoyed
At first she had much to learn about the Show,
the Kangaroo Valley community extend to
many a KV Show but, like so many of us, she the many facets of its operation and the diverse
Donna our sincere thanks for a job extremely
knew very little about the behind the scenes
needs of the stewards across all sections of the
well done.
working of this rather complicated affair.
Show.
We greatly appreciate your hard work and
When invited to take on the role of secretary
Donna took on this learning with enthusiasm and dedication and your friendly smile….you have
from the amazing Mrs Betty Allan who had so a keen interest and was soon able to contribute
given so generously to our community and we
capably held the post for many years, Donna,
very productively to the running of the Show.
are grateful!
no doubt with some misgivings, generously
The introduction of the computer program
A vision for the future …Olivia and
stepped up to the line and accepted the
‘’Showdays’’ was one of Donna’s main
Caitlin Mairinger–Showgirls 2012
position.
initiatives and in its third year of operation it is
Caitlin and Olivia Mairinger are great
Donna has worked tirelessly for the Show
really taking flight.
ambassadors for rural youth and have been
during the last three years.
The convenience of viewing the
honoured this year by sharing the title jointly
Schedule, taking out membership
of Showgirl 2012!
and entering events all online is
Perhaps it is the first time in Valley history that
being embraced by more and
this title has been shared by twin sisters!
more people and the inevitable
Olivia and Caitlin were born in Kangaroo
glitches are slowly being ironed
Valley, attended Kangaroo Valley Public
out.
School and are just beginning their first high
Donna’s great computer skills
school year.
and her happy, positive attitude
In applying to enter the Showgirl competition
have helped us in the gradual
both girls were able to demonstrate a varied
transition to these very handy
and extensive involvement in their school,
new arrangements.
sporting, church and community lives as well
Donna has completed her three
as an outstanding involvement in the Show.
year term as A & H Association
They have represented their school at the
secretary and will be succeeded
district level in swimming, cross country
by Sharon Gomez who has kindly
running and athletics.
agreed to take over this vital role
next year.
(Continued on page 8)
Reconnect recycling educators
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(Continued from page 7)

They have played hockey at the
district level, on the Shoalhaven
representative team and for
Burrawang Hockey Club.
They have also represented their school in
public speaking, debating and at numerous
choral festivals.
The girls have attended all but one Anzac day
ceremony in the Valley, the one they missed
being the one that took place the day after they
came home from hospital as newborns..a
perfectly good excuse!
They have participated in the Clean Up
Australia Day program on several occasions
and have assisted the Lions Club on the Driver
Reviver station.
Caitlin and Olivia are active members of the St
Joseph’s Catholic church congregation,
contributing to weekly masses and special
liturgies at Easter and Christmas.
They show a great zest for life and all it has to
offer, having tried their hand at piano, tennis

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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and ballet and also being
keen horse riders. They
are currently part of the
KV swim club too!
Both girls have always
been actively involved in
the Kangaroo Valley
Show and it is real
highlight of their annual
calendar. They exhibit
widely and successfully
in the pavilion and have
assisted their father,
Mark Walker, in
showing cattle. They
have also been involved
in helping their mother,
Julie Mairinger and
grandmother, Lorraine
Major Show sponsors The Scots College lead off the Grand Parade
Mairinger, in setting up
and running the
appreciation of the Show was just how much
equestrian events. They have participated in the
fun it always is! Caitlin loves the fact that
Junior Iron Person and the Talent Quest.
everyone gets involved and that there is
When asked to express their feelings about the
something for everyone to be a part of.
Show Olivia commented that her greatest
As they venture into the world beyond
Kangaroo Valley these competent young ladies
have behind them a strong personal history of
community participation and contribution
which will no doubt stand them in good stead
to be valuable and upstanding citizens
wherever they go.
Congratulations Caitlin and Olivia, with rural
communities such as ours in the hands of
wonderful young people such as you a bright
future is most definitely assured!
A Chain mail tale

A keen interest in history, impressive
craftsmanship and a winning exhibit
Ben Stapleton has always had a passion for
history and his interest in medieval warfare
has lead him down a very interesting pathway,
resulting in a first prize in the Handicraft
section at this year’s show with his chainmail
headpiece known as a ‘’coif’’.
A visit to the Lord of the Rings exhibition at
the Power House Museum some years ago
sparked off a new hobby for Ben.
(Continued on page 9)
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(Continued from page 8)

In the Lord of the Rings
movies actors wore actual
chain mail rather than the
knitted or crocheted look
alike costumes of previous movie
productions.
The real chain mail costumes were displayed
at the museum and Ben was so fascinated by
them that he came home and researched how
they were made on the internet.
He later met someone who was making
chainmail too and was able to learn some
techniques from him.
Ben coils 2.5mm fencing wire around a thin
bar, which he aptly describes as being similar
to an arrow shaft, to form a long spring. He
then cuts along one edge of this ‘’spring’’ to
from a series of half links from which he
makes the chain mail, joining the links using
pliers. The coif he exhibited in the Show was
made using a traditional ‘’4 in1’’ European
pattern.
Ben commenced work on his exhibit in
September of last year but it was a challenge
by an aunt to complete the coif in time for a
family fancy dress party that saw Ben work
intensely on the project for a very busy three
weeks in order to finish the coif in time for
the party and the Show! Work was
sometimes slowed down by the soreness in
his hands from manipulating the wire links.
Ben tried wearing gloves but this limited his
dexterity and made the work too difficult.
‘’Coifs’’ such as the one Ben has made were
worn by knights in the 12th century AD. By
the 13th century the coif was being integrated
into a helmet .Gradually chain mail was
phased out and replaced by plate armour.
If you didn’t see his amazing chainmail head
piece exhibited in the pavilion a picture
accompanies this article though it doesn’t
quite do justice to the intricate handwork
involved. Congratulations Ben on your well
deserved win with such a fascinating and
well crafted exhibit…we look forward to the
chain mail shirt next year…??!!

New poultry pavilion a feather in
the cap of the KV Show!

Junior Iron Men: from left; Noah Thomas, Liam O’Connor and Jason Boyle.
The recently completed pavilion
is clean, light and airy. It is much
easier to move around and view
the exhibits and visitors to the
pavilion seemed to really take
their time to enjoy and comment
on the great range of poultry
being shown this year.
As mentioned in the Voice prior
to the Show it is the committee’s
intention to eventually replace
the older style pens with new
modern cages. However in the
lead up to this Show a very hard The pavillion in good hands Bev Dunphy and David Lonergan
working team restored the old
cages; cleaning, repairing and painting
them over a series of working bees in
order to better house our poultry exhibits.
Thank you so much to this dedicated
band of helpers!
With 276 exhibits this year Kangaroo
Valley Show had a greater participation
than both Berry and Nowra Show. The
Champion Bird of the Show was an Old
English Game female exhibited by

Dairy farmer Geoff Good entertains patrons

(Continued on page 16)

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (NSW),

Has rooms at the
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre (Ambulance Station)

Usual opening hours
Olesia Marles and her feathered friend
happy in the great new poultry pavillion
With so many poultry exhibits, including
some genuine rare breeds, and a continuous
stream of appreciative viewers, the new
poultry pavilion was a great success!
Steward Roger Arnold and his team were
kept very busy most of Saturday assisting the
judge and keeping the birds comfortable in
their new abode.

Mondays 2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
and 2-3o pm to 5-30 pm
Thursdays 9-30 am to 1 pm
Consultations and house calls by appointment

44 652 007 and 0467 492 524
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A reminder the collection point for any unused
prescription glasses is still the pharmacy. Lions
donate them to those in developing countries at
the pharmacy.
Your Local club has contributed many pairs over
the years and these have gone to help those that
February is a busy month and the show need glasses, but cannot afford to purchase them,
receive a valuable gift of improved sight.
being one of our busiest events.
Cakes and puddings were a hot item again last
Lions have been operating out of two sites year and the effort that Dan and Jan put into this
for a few years now.
needs to be congratulated.
The dog show kiosk is manned by Friends of
Just on a side note it may be of interest to know
Lions, and included the following volunteers, that Christmas Cakes were donated by Lions
Robyn, Barbara, Neil and Moe.
Australia to Australian Defence Force personnel
The traditional kiosk is manned by KV Lions
serving in Afghanistan during the Christmas
and other Club Members.
period.
Ruth Small PDG has become a bit of a regular The Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel
at the show travelling from Sydney to sell
serving in Afghanistan on Operation Slipper
raffle tickets for the Save Sight Foundation.
were the lucky recipients of some 1440
I believe that she enjoys it so much that don’t Christmas cakes
be surprised to see her again and again.
The last of what your club has is still on sale at
The rest of the month was kept manic with
the pharmacy.
Bowlo Cup, Interclub visits and other local
As previously reported In January the club
community service.
executive met and considered what should be the
A combination of good rain and warm days has priority of the club for the next few years.
ensured that the local footpath has needed
some attention.
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In February we have all been busy trying to
work out how to execute our priorities.
This is particularly important as some of our
members are advancing in age and whilst the
mind is saying lets go our bodies sometimes
are saying we have to slow down.
Now the challenge for Lions is how we now
need to balance what resources we have and
what we physically can do.
New blood is always welcome.
Council are negotiating the renewal of the
license for the Police Land (Volley Ball Court)
and so far this has been progressing well.
Next year Lions will need to renegotiate their
operating license with council for the
Swimming Pool.
If there is any one out there who thinks that
they may be able to contribute come have a
chat with one of our members.
Our Youth of the Year contestant soon
competes in the Regional Final.
We wish Veda well on the 4th March at Yass.
Anyone interested in going to support her
please contact Margaret Griffiths on
4465 1390.
Jason Horton

New residents and great new services for Kangaroo Valley
“Having moved to Kangaroo Valley just
before Christmas, we are delighted to find
that it lives up to all our expectations of
beautiful scenery, abundant wildlife and a
wonderfully welcoming, relaxed and friendly
community.
We also find ourselves wondering however,
how does this community get to enjoy a social
meal and few drinks together without public
transport available? We also ask ourselves
how a community that works so hard, often in
multiple jobs, or commuting long distances to
work, stay fit and healthy to enjoy the
country lifestyle that the Valley offers.
We have discovered since living in Kangaroo
Valley a few wonderful groups offering yoga,

services at berry:
•
physiotherapy
•
hydrotherapy
•
falls prevention
•
home visits
services at gerringong
are the same as at berry plus:
•
womens’ health/continence
•
massage therapy
•
dry needling
•
gym membership
•
psychology
•
exercise programs
•
podiatry

bush walking and cycling, and would like to
add to this healthy selection the offer of a
gym, set up to complement these activities
plus a transportation service to support both
social and business activities within the
Valley.”
Matt and Natalie
Matt and Natalie have recently relocated to the
Valley from Victoria.
Natalie, is the daughter of Lyn and Paul Obern,
who live and reside in Kangaroo Valley.
Paul provides both Tree and Pest Control
Services to the Valley and Lyn runs a boutique
(Continued on page 19)

physiotherapists
mark burns
belinda henry
vicki Angwin
pat moore
sheryl dickinson
alison crofts
massage therapists
laura stoertz
robyn mckean
psychologist
janine gent
podiatrist
nathan wolhuter

for all appointments please call gerringong on

4234 4666
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Dog Show was another howling success
All preparations made and dogs
groomed and pampered to look their
finest, and two days with no rain.
Well it was only a few hours before the
show was to start the heavens decided to
open up.
With the last minute rain the grounds were
under some stress and with a boggy car park
things started off stressful but once the dogs
started their routines the stress seemed to
subside.

Larraine (left) had things working so well she
had some time for socialising with good friend
Kathy Harrington
The first six early birds (myself included) all
learnt quite quickly how to remove their cars
from being bogged.
Most exhibitors managed to understand that
this was an unplanned event and continued on
until the grounds had dried out somewhat.
Luckily on the day the weather was glorious,
not too hot and cool enough not to impact the
dogs with the heavy overcoats.
In all 369 dogs came from four different states
came to do their stuff and compete for the best
in show.
More than 200 Breeds were represented.
The dog named Best Exhibit ion Show was a
Siberian Husky (NSW) with a name ending in
“....Man of Mystery” and the runner up was a
Staffordshire Bull Terrier, (WA) with a name
ending “...Stock Home Brew”.
I wonder does that mean only tough sounding
named dogs win on tough days?
Paul had his work cut out and spent most of his
time moving the judges along or organising
removal of cars.
He had time to do this largely because of the
efforts of Larraine Hahlos and Anette
McKinley who both ensured that the
Administration Office ticked along smoothly.

For Valley Voice
advertising please phone
44 651 621

Despite all of the
challenges from
the rain and
subsequent wet
ground most
exhibitors went
away pleased with
how the day went.
Michele Bennett
and her son Sean
were also great
help leading up to
the show and on
the day.
The judges were
from WA and
NSW and they
commented on
what a lovely
place Kangaroo
valley is and how
the dogs entered
were of a high
Best in Show; Siberian Husky from NSW
calibre.
Two of the judges
their fees can go back to the A&H to help
did not charge for their services meaning that
better the show.
The number of exhibitors was encouraging
considering that we had
five other shows to
compete with on the day
within two hours drive of
Kangaroo Valley.
What that says to the
organisers is that many
exhibitors are happy to
make Kangaroo Valley a
must do on their annual
circuit calendar.
Thanks to all who helped
in many ways leading up
to and on the day.
Not an easy choice for Judge Lee Parker
in the Toy Dog, Best on group line up

2013 here we come.
Jason Horton

Wholesale Fine Jewellery!
Discover our new Winter collection...
An exclusive range of beautiful fine jewellery for women who
appreciate elegance and style without paying exorbitant prices.
Take a night off with a few friends and ENVY fine jewellery, enjoy
some bubbles and bling and you could be shopping for FREE, your
friends could also be choosing from one of our 4 FREE guest gifts!
Or purchase directly from your local ENVY Business Manager, Paula
Woodney. Drop into the Kangaroo Valley Fudge House or call
0403 324 109 to view an ENVY Jewellery catalogue today.
Are you looking for something to do? Need to find something to work
around the kids, your job or other commitments? Choose your own
hours! Want an extra $500 a month? Try ENVY and if you decide
it is not for you... return your kit and get your money back... NO RISK!
Be in business for yourself...but not by yourself with the support of one of
Australia’s top teams...
The Sparklers of ENVY Jewellery...let us help you sparkle!
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Preschool News
The pre schoolers have been very busy
since returning from their summer
holidays.
The children noticed that the sun flowers
we planted last year bloomed during our
break but now have gone to seed.
They discovered
that we could
collect the seeds
from the
sunflowers so that
we can plant more
sunflowers next
summer.
The children have
been keen to
carefully remove
the seeds from the
flowers and make
packets of seeds
Collecting sunflower seeds to take home.
The children were very interested in seeds, so
we provided them with fruit and vegetables to
look at and to find any seeds.

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

They taste tested lots of different healthy foods
too!
Being healthy
sometimes
means a visit
to the doctor!
One of the first
requests for
toys to play
with this year
The tea party
Taste testing
was the doctor
favourite songs “Miss Polly had a Dolly” and
sets.
“The Lady with the Alligator Purse”
We mixed lavender,
rice and lentils
together and the
children explored the

Finding seeds

The actors

Reading about sunflowers

“Miss Polly”

The children have been busy looking after each
other and we have had fun acting out our

Exploring lavender, rice and lentils

V & A.K. Winch
Rural Contractors
Over 25 years industry experience
*
*
*
*
*
*

All forms of rural fencing
Slashing—Spraying
Stables & day sheds
Property management
Rural consultancy
Chem Cert accredited

*
*
*
*
*
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Enclosed gardens
Bridges and jetties
Cattle yards and horse arenas
Vineyards
Water carting

Vincent 0427 898 863
Sean 0458 233 699
Ph: 02 4465 1448
ABN 890 440 920 83

textures and scents as
they spooned and
poured and ran their
fingers through them.
The children have
been exploring the
Investigating
world through all their
healthy food
senses!
Have you noticed our
lovely new tree chair? One of the trees that had
to be crowned last
year sadly has died.
Paul Obern kindly
came in and
removed the dead
tree, leaving us a
wonderful new
wooden chair in the
playground.
Thank you Paul.
The children love
this new addition to
the playground!
The new tree chair
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Vale the Bowling Club
The closure of the Bowling Club last
month has been a sad loss for the Valley
and one that most members of the
community feel keenly.
The Club has been operating since 1968
when it was built on land bought from the
Cox family.
By 1971 construction on Tallowa Dam was in
full swing and Leighton Constructions did the
excavations.
Alf Napier designed the greens and gave his
name to them and men and later women’s
teams became extremely active.
It has always been more than just a bowling
club. For many residents of the valley it was a
cornerstone of their social life, a place to come
to meet friends, have a drink and a meal, or for
some, to play the pokies.
The Club had a friendly, casual atmosphere,
where families felt comfortable taking their
children or grandchildren.
Similarly women on their own also felt at ease
in the knowledge that they would be able to
meet many of their friends there.
One of the most common comments I’ve heard

in recent days was that the environment of the
Club allowed you to meet and socialise with
people you may not see at other times.
It was a place to meet regular friends on a
regular basis, but also provided a chance for
diverse groups to come together. “Sometimes
it’s the only place where you might see people,
even if it’s just to say ‘hello’. It was such an
easy place to go to.” And then of course there
was the fantastic beauty of the outlook.
How many of us made the Club one of the
first ports of call to take visitors, just to
show off the sheer beauty of the valley as
seen from the Club’s verandah?
Valley residents also enjoyed the facilities
provided in other ways.
There was an active croquet club meeting
every week.
This was set up in 1997 by Tim and Heather
Kelly under the umbrella of the Croquet Club
of NSW and any money raised was donated to
local charities.
Boule was also played regularly, another group
met there every fortnight to play mah-jong, the
VIEW Club held their meetings and lunches
there for the last couple of years and of course
there was the annual Melbourne Cup lunch
which did so much to raise money for
Children’s Medical Research.
Every year fifty or so members of the Chittick
family would come together for the Susan

Chittick Memorial Day, to honour the memory of
one of the matriarchs of the family.
Sadly, the closure of the Club has meant not
only the end of such events on the site, but has
been responsible for the removal of historical
signs and plaques commemorating some of the
people who had been associated with the Club.
They are too many to mention all of those who
have helped the Club over the years, but two of
the original foundation members, Harold
Sharman and Phil Chittick, have been actively
engaged in the Club until the time it closed; in
fact, Harold has been on the Board since the
beginning.
As well there have been people like Skip
Chittick, Alf Tyler, Vic Merchant, Jack
Farrington, Franz Mairinger, Keith Sharman,
Norm Luscombe, Gib Lidbetter, Brian Arends,
not to mention the original Foundation
Committee members. (See below).
Over the last few years a huge amount of effort
and energy has gone into trying to save the Club.
Marty Barclay, worked so hard renovating the
place a few years ago, as have Ron Burcher, Ken
Crocker and Col Goode since.
They have all been volunteers and like all
volunteers found that too much was expected of
them.
However they all
found the
experience of the
break up of the
Club
heartbreaking.
And in recent
years of course
there has been
the huge effort
put in by Gerard
and Nikki Ploesi
in the ‘Visions
at the Valley’
restaurant.
They added their own dimension to the Club and
it was extraordinary what they did to keep the
Club going.
Nikki helped in the restaurant, served the meals,
worked behind the bar, cleaned and provided an
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Reflections

informed and
welcoming
information service
to the many tourists
who came to her for
advice.
In the last year there
were 100 people
regularly eating at
the Club on a
Friday night.
However the
closure of the Club
is a sign of the
times.
In 2007 the
by Jenelle Brangwin
Kangaroo Valley
Club was
incorporated into the Nowra Bowling Club, but
the business side of it was not successful.
The Club had to rely too much on volunteer
help, even though in the last month it was
starting to break even.
It is hard for a small town to support both a
club and a hotel.
There is going to be a gap in the lives of many.
People are saying: “ We are going to miss it.
There’s nothing much in the Valley now.
We hadn’t realised the impact it would have.”
Hopefully when the site is sold it will be
developed into something that will still bring
some benefit to the community.
Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club Foundation
Committee Members 1968
President: R Lumsden
Secretary/ Treasurer: RIS Keogh
Provisional Committee: President H Sawkins,
Vice Presidents: N.L.Boomer, K Fleming; Hon
Secretary. RIS Keogh, Treasurer: J. Swanson
Kangaroo Valley Bowling & Recreational
Club 1968
President: H Sawkins, Vice Presidents:
N.L.Boomer & K.Fleming. Hon Sec: RIS
Keogh, Hon Treasurer: J. Swanson; Bowls
Secretary: A. Napier
Publicity Officer: G. Williams
Directors: F. Quintal, H. Sharman, W. Lawson

Open 7 days a week 7 am to 6 pm
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KV Show 2012

the future, as with all
new ventures there is
room to improve!
(Continued from page 9)
The recycling
Robert Hunt from Goulburn, who brought over educators at the waste
40 birds to Kangaroo Valley.
stations were very
Congratulations and thanks to everyone
helpful and
involved in making this great project, our long informative in
anticipated new poultry pavilion, finally come directing Show goers
to fruition.
to dispose of their
waste correctly. It was
Recycling Wrap Up
interesting to discover
There was much positive feedback and
which items, in
appreciation expressed for the great job done
particular with
by the friendly, hard working staff of
plastics, can and can’t
Greenconnect Illawarra to make our Show this
be recycled. The
year a waste wise event.
crowd seemed to
As this article goes to print it would appear that
respond very
the recovery rate, ie the successful sorting of
positively to the help
waste into its correct categories for appropriate
and advice that was
disposal, was about 85%. This is considered a
offered by the
good result for events utilizing the services of
Greenconnect staff .
this organization for the first time. Apparently
Unfortunately some rubbish was still left lying
some events having a repeat experience are
on the ground, despite the easy to access bins
coming in at about 92%....a great aim for us in
For this Fr Ronan and the bride and groom Jason
Toole and Sarah McPhie are very grateful to Rev
Andrew and parishioners of Good Shepherd.
A crisis of major proportions was thus averted.
The church will be ready for another wedding on
March 3 between Zachary Gorman of Berry and
his fiance Rene.
From the Community at St Joseph's Rene is to be baptised beforehand.
St Joseph's will be closed between March 5 and
Church.
March 25 for the painting of the interior.
The work on the fabric of the building is to
There are renovations taking place in
prepare it for its 125th Anniversary next year.
the sanctuary of the Church in
A much smaller wooden church
preparation for the repainting of the
was on the property for 30 years before the
interior.
present one was constructed.
They were to be complete by January 27, Weekday Mass will be offered during this time
but rising damp and illness delayed this.
in the small chapel at the rear of the church.Lent
It would have been impossible to conduct has begun for us, with more prayer, fasting and
the wedding planned for January 28 in the almsgiving in preparation for the Feast of Easter.
Human interest stories,
news and happenings
from our
Kangaroo Valley churches

church.
Rev Andrew Paterson came to our aid and
allowed the use of Good Shepherd Church
instead.

Junior Beef cattle judging winners
Laura Kent, Bede McAlpin and Kathryn Bowen

This show wrap up by Cathy Gorman

Church of the Good Shepherd
(Kangaroo Valley Anglican)

Over the last few weeks we’ve been looking
at the letter to the Philippians in the bible.
If you have a bible at home, you’ll find it in the
New Testament.
The apostle Paul looks at the life and humble
death of Jesus, and how we are to respond to
Jesus’ sacrifice for us. I love how the bible
speaks so clearly to our 21st century world
about its own mores. If you don’t have a bible,
I’d be glad to give you a copy. If you read the
letter at home and are not sure about it, I’m
happy to speak to you over a KV coffee
anytime.
It must be renovation time in Kangaroo Valley!
Our front church building is (like St Joseph’s)
being renovated and repainted from top to
bottom on the inside. It’s looking fantastic so
Blessings to all. far. Our services are being held in the hall at
rear for about 8 weeks or so.
But the best news for this month is this: the
Church of the Good Shepherd is celebrating
140 years of telling folk about Jesus!
On Saturday March 17 from 1 pm to 4 pm
there will be an open day of the church site.
We will be having a pictorial history of the
church site in our hall at rear for you to see.
On Sunday March 18 we will be having a
special morning of services in our front church
building. The service times are 8-30 am
(traditional) and 10 am (kids welcome!).
Mayor Paul Green, Gareth Ward MP, Bishop
Ken Short, a selection of former ministers of
our church, and many former members of the
church will be present. It’ll be a celebration of
our history and our future and all the thanks
will go to God. Everyone in KV is invited to
come. Afterwards we’ll be heading over to the
old rectory site on Moss Vale Road.
We’ll have a BYO picnic lunch followed by
games for adults, parents and kids.
Think boot tossing, egg and spoon races, threelegged race....bring your kids! Starts at 1pm on
Sunday March 18.
Grace and peace,
Andrew Paterson
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Life “tween times” can be a challenge
There are so many chefs on television, it's a
wonder there is any cooking done in restaurants.
The Leader of the Opposition is obsessed by
what she sees.
She will cook anything that is shown.
She even goes further and suggests I deserve
The other night she prepared something she saw
everything I don't get.
on the Antiques Roadshow.
I entered a competition and won a two week
I defy anyone to eat a clock, even if it is a
holiday in Syria.
cookoo.
She did something she'd never done before.
Then there's the Apprentice Leader of the
She packed my bag and gave me some extra
Opposition.
spending money.
She invited all her friends to her birthday.
She said I deserved it.
No one has the right to have so many friends.
The last holiday I was on with my mate
I believe that anyone who says hello to her
Unfortunate. O'day, was to Las Vegas.
instantly becomes her friend.
What a town.
It seemed to me that her birthday was not so
It was so crowded.
much a party, more like a regimental dinner.
Unfortunate explained to me the reason for the
And it lasted for three days.
crowds was that nobody had the plane fare to
How can you justify a three day birthday party?
leave.
I asked her and I got that look.
The place was so crowded that I had to go to a
"It's not," she said, "as if I do it every week,"
psychiatrist to find a place to lie down.
It was decided that we would put up a large tent.
I just hope Las Vegas has more luck with my
General Custer, my brave horse riding friend,
money than I did.
lent me his very large tent.
Another dillema in my life is cooking shows
It had more poles than Warsaw.
on TV.
It was a fifteen man tent, meaning it took fifteen
men to put it up.

Some days are diamonds. Mine?
Well, lately they are just corrugated iron.
According to the Leader of the
Opposition, I deserve everything I get.

Taste of the Valley was a show favourite
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It’s a
man’s
world
Unlike the Apprentice, I don't have that many
friends.
I do, however, have an ingenious friend, Sir
Lancelot of the Glass.
This man can do anything.
On advice from the manufacturer, which he
found on the internet, not only did he put it up,
he had poles left over.
Unfortunately for the inhabitants of the said
tent, the rain came and it collapsed.
The Kangaroo Valley show was a real crowd
pleaser.
Most of the crowd was provided by the
Apprentice Leader;s regiment.
This time we didn't use the tent, consequently I
had to sleep in the car.
I was going to enter my pumpkin in the show
but it wouldn't fit in the back of the ute...and
that was the small one.
Sean Kramer

Valley Guide to eating out
Mediterranean

Café Bella

44 651 660
Thai

Jing Jo

44 651 314
A taste for all palates

Jack’s Coffee House and Eatery
44 652 796

Taste of the Valley in action. Catherine Saunders, Toni and Braydon Moran

The Man from Kangaroo Valley Trail Ride
Tel: (02) 4465 1912
24 Hillcrest View Lane
Barrengarry
NSW 2577
Web site www.kangaroovalleyhorseriding.com

High country mountain ride
Bush walk on horseback
through the rainforest
& mountains of
Kangaroo Valley

Modern Australian cuisine

The Woolshed Restaurant

Open Friday and Saturday from 6:30pm

44 650 200

Sweet Treats & Hand Made Fudge

Kangaroo Valley Fudge House
& Ice Creamery
Open everyday from 8.30am

44 651 375

Value—service and good choice it’s
all here in Kangaroo Valley.
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Subject:
Grandparents
Grandparent’s answering machine
Good morning . . . At present we are not
at home but, please leave your message
after you hear the beep.
Beeeeeppp
If you are one of our children, dial 1 and
then select the option from 1 to5 in order
of "arrival" so we know who it is.
If you need us to stay with the children press 2
If you want to borrow the car, press 3
If you want us to wash your clothes and
ironing, press 4
If you want the grandchildren to sleep here
tonight, press 5
If you want us to pick up the kids at school,
press 6

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

If you want us to prepare a meal for Sunday or to
have it delivered to your home, press 7
If you want to come to eat here, press 8
If you need money, press 9
If you are going to invite us to dinner, or, taking
us to the theatre, start talking we are listening.
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When they take us for walks, they slow down
past things like pretty leaves and caterpillars.
They show us and talk to us about the colors of
the flowers and also why we shouldn't step on
'cracks.'
They don't say, 'Hurry up.'

What is a grandparent ?
(Taken from papers written by a class of 8 year
olds)

Usually grandmothers are fat but not too fat to
tie your shoes.
They wear glasses and funny underwear.

Grandparents are a lady and a man who have no They can take their teeth and gums out.
little children of their own. They like other
Grandparents don't have to be smart.
people's.
They have to answer questions like 'Why isn't
A grandfather is a man and a grandmother is a
God married?' and 'How come dogs chase
lady!
cats?'
Grandparents don't have to do anything except
When they read to us, they don't skip. They
be there when we come to see them.
don't mind if we ask for the same story over
They are so old they shouldn't play hard or run.
again.
It is good if they drive us to the shops and give us Everybody should try to have a grandmother,
money.
especially if you don't have television because
they are the only grownups who like to spend
time with us.

Wildlife Rescue South Coast (WRSC) formally NANA

tel no 0418427214
covers Kangaroo Valley and South Coast to Ulladulla.

They know we should have a snack time
before bed time and they say prayers with us
and kiss us even when we've acted bad.
Grandpa is the smartest man on earth! He
teaches me good things, but I don’t get to see
him enough to get as smart as him
It's funny when they bend over; you hear gas
leaks and they blame their dog.
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Confusing Digital switch message clarified for Valley folk
We received a letter dated January 2012
from the Australian Government
Department of Broadband,
Communications and the Digital
Economy, Digital Switchover
Taskforce.
We understand that not everyone received
this letter.
The letter and accompanying three page colour
brochure promote the Australian Government’s
Satellite Subsidy Scheme for eligible
households requiring assistance to switch to
digital TV.
The website www.digitalready.gov.au
indicates that some areas of Kangaroo Valley
will have “variable coverage” when the analog
relay tower in Kangaroo Valley is switched off
in June 2012.
Households with a digital set top box or
television with a digital tuner who ARE NOT
already receiving the 16 free to air channels are
getting their signal from the Kangaroo Valley
relay tower and may be eligible for financial
assistance to help with installation of Viewer
Access Satellite Television (VAST).
16 free to air channels are getting their signal
Applications close 17 April 2012.
from the Illawarra tower and need to do
Households with digital reception
nothing.
equipment who ARE already receiving the

New services offered
(Continued from page 10)

B&B and works with many clubs and
organisations within the Valley.
Matt is a former professional boxer and a
qualified personal trainer with a passion for
building confidence through fitness.
He offers flexible indoor and outdoor training
for youth, the aged and all those in between.
Already Personal Training in the Valley, Matt
will also be providing group sessions
including, Tabata Interval Training (Low
impact, high intensity, full body workouts)
suitable for all fitness levels, and Boxing
Training (Utilising boxing techniques for
fitness, toning and weight loss, whilst learning
self defence (Non – contact, and suitable for
all ages).
Matt is opening a gym “FightingFit Rox” to
provide Kangaroo Valley residents with the
opportunity to be fit without having to travel
over the mountain to the Gym.
The gym, “FightingFit Rox” will be sited in the
Agricultural and Horticultural Barn at the
showground, opposite the Community Hall.
Natalie is looking to provide a small bus/taxi
service for the Valley and is keen to see this

Sports club Secretaries
please send your fixtures,
features and results to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

community have the transportation it so
desperately requires, to allow both residents and,
accommodation providers guests, gain access to
the community’s cafes, pub and restaurants in the
evenings, further supporting the Kangaroo
Valley community and the sustainability of local
businesses.
This service will also accommodate for the less
mobile residents, allowing frequent access into
the village to enjoy the Valley shops and cafes,
plus the opportunity to venture further afield for

More information: Digital Ready Information
Line: 1800 20 10 13 (8am-10pm AEST, 7
days).
Virginia Crocker
shopping trips and excursions outside of the
Valley.
Your support to these exciting new ventures in
Kangaroo Valley will maintain the services.
Further details will be provided in our next
edition.
You can also email roxfitness@yahoo.com.au
for further information about the new gym and
nataliemylius@gmail.com for more about the
proposed Kangaroo Valley transportation
service.
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Former Prime Minister to open new Boyd art exhibition
A collection of works from the Boyd dynasty
has been assembled by Galleria Aniela (Mt
Scanzi Road) and will be officially be opened
on Satrday March 24.
Because of the importance of The Lost Bride
(on show) and the meaning behind the Bride
series, The Hon. Bob Hawke AC, the
Former Minister of Australia, known for
commitment to all things Australian, agreed to
travel to Kangaroo Valley to personally launch
the landmark show at 2.30 pm.
Helena and Jamie Boyd make a trip from
London to attend the launch.

In 1951, 30-year-old Arthur Boyd travelled to
Central Australia where he witnessed injustice
and the strained relationships between
indigenous Australians and white Australians.
In 1955-58, Arthur Boyd developed his first
series of Bride images that are now considered
the most important of his work.
The early paintings of Bride series had as their
focus the relationship between Australia's white
and indigenous occupants.
Sotheby’s fetched a record $1.2 million for
Arthur Boyd The Frightened Bridegroom midsized board, from the artist's Bride series, that

NSW Government congratulated for
announcing new smoke-free laws
Cancer Council’s Southern Region has
applauded the NSW Government for
today announcing that it is set to
introduce smoke-free outdoor laws
across NSW.
NSW Health Minister, Jillian Skinner,
said the legislation covering smoke-free
children’s playgrounds, sporting fields
when sports are being played, and
covered bus shelters and taxi ranks, will
be introduced in the spring session
parliament 2012.
Meanwhile, additional legislation protecting
people from harmful second-hand tobacco on
outdoor commercial premises will be
introduced in 2015.
Cancer Council’s Southern Region has praised
the NSW Government for listening and acting
upon the needs of the community.
“Cancer Council is delighted that the NSW
government has taken this crucial step to
protect children, parents and the whole
community from toxic second-hand smoke,”
Tina Hunt Regional Programs Coordinator of
Cancer Council’s Southern Region said.
“But this will also protect new smokers from
the harmful effects of smoking and support
people who want to quit, and discourage young
people from taking up smoking.
“Businesses can be reassured that this
announcement will be good for them, with

SHOALHAVEN BABY and
TODDLER EXPO
Face painting-GiveawaysWorkshops-Market stalls
Sunday March 11th, 2012
10am-3pm
Nowra High School
Gold coin entry donated to
the Shoalhaven Family Care
Centre
www.shoalhavenbabyexpo.com

research showing that for every person who
objects to smoke-free dining, seven people will
favour the move. This means smoke-free dining
is good for health, good for dining and good for
business,” she said.

broke the record
of $1.1m paid at
Christies in 2001
for Boyd's
'Bridegroom
Waiting for His
Bride to Grow
Up'.
Galeria Aniela
anticipates great
public interest
with such a rare
exhibition as 'A Century of Boyd' that includes
the Lost Bride painting from the first original
Arthur Boyd Bride series that will attract
many visitors to the Valley.
The painting was concealed in Arthur Boyd
London studio, on the two pieces of board,
bolted with screws to the base of the artist’s art
trolley.
Despite of the astonishing circumstances, the
previously unseen painting survived almost six
decades.
It is now for the first time, revealed for the
public viewing.
Aniela Cos

BUTCHER MEAT AVAILABLE FROM THE FARM

TO ORDER OR COLLECT YOUR LAMB PHONE:
ROBERT OR LEE
0429641356 02 44641356
JACK 0412215516

ROCKFIELD PARK
801 KANGAROO VALLEY ROAD
BELLAWONGARAH
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More show
happenings
on horses

Theses riders were sitting well and proudly in the Grand Parade

Supreme Champion Boy or girl rider
Lucy Williams with Annie

The placegetters line up after one the Valley’Show’s premier ring events

Show jumping always a spectacular

JINDYANDY ANTIQUES

www.jindyandyantiques.com.au
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People power
By making things happen
they are making a difference

UPPER
KANGAROO
RIVER
PROGRESS
ASSOCIATION
The association was established in the
1950s as “The Upper Kangaroo River
Progress, Tourist and Ratepayers
Association” by a group of local
farmers as a means of promoting the
social life of the community as it then
was and to bring before council local
issues such as the condition of roads etc.
The objects at the time of establishment
were “The progressive development of the
Upper Kangaroo River District”.
The Upper Kangaroo River Community Hall
(generally known as “Upper River Hall”) was
built around the same time on a parcel of land
donated by neighbouring farmer, Jack Sharman
and leased to the association on 1 January 1964
under a 99 year lease.
When the hall was built, the upper river had its
own school and post office.
There were also many dairy farmers, and
enough of a local community to hold regular
monthly dances at the hall.
The association was incorporated on
31 March 2006 as
“Upper Kangaroo River Progress
Association”.
Over the years the association has represented
the people of the upper river on many issues,
including the building of the new footbridge
(opened in 1966 to replace the older one built
by locals in 1914); the concrete bridge across
the river at Gerringong Creek Road; the school
bus for the children of upper river (after the
school closed in 1968); the condition and
sealing of local roads; the electricity supply;
the proposed road to Robertson; and the now
defunct picnic area next to the river across
from the hall.
The maintenance and running of the hall is still
the association’s principal job.
It is one of only a few community owned halls
in NSW and is totally self-supporting,
receiving no maintenance or insurance support

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

from council (though
council does waive the
rates).
The association relies
entirely on income from
membership, donations,
and fees and volunteer
labour from members to
keep it going.
In the early days,
people would come
from miles around to
attend monthly dances
at the hall. Later 16mm
film nights were a great
success. The hall is still
used by the local
community for parties; meetings; film nights;
theatre performances and other events; and is a
favourite venue for out of town hirers for
weddings and other special occasions.
But the hall is about to undergo a new lease of
life, with money raised from the Up a River
festival and fundraiser, to be held on the first
weekend of March, to go towards some much
needed structural and safety repairs, and then
some upgrading of facilities, to make it more
useful as an artistic and cultural event venue.
Once that is achieved, the association has plans
to hold more regular events there, just as in the
early days, for the upper river and wider
Kangaroo Valley community.
Those who have been office bearers or active
members of the association are too numerous for
them all to be named.
They include Jack Sharman, Billy Scott, John
Graham, Charlie Cobb, Thomas Jarrett, Frank
Kelly and Harry Sawkins and their families, and
the Parrish, Arnold, Mills, Waite and Doidge
families, all of whom were involved in the
establishment of the association and construction
of the hall; and, more recently, Harold and Pam
Sharman; Leigh Slater; Alec Sourdin; Tess
Heighes; Elizabeth Clark; David Loneragan and
Janet Bundey.
The original constitution provided that “All
residents and ratepayers of the locality and any
other persons who are interested in the
furtherance of the purpose of the association
shall be eligible for membership” and that is
much as it remains.
Anyone who lives in the area or is interested in
the future of the hall and the association is more
than welcome to join.
Membership is $20 a year, and an annual general
meeting is held around November each year to
elect the committee.
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Two or three other meetings are held
throughout the year as required.
The current office bearers are Sarah Butler
(President), David Loneragan (Secretary) and
Janet Bundey (Treasurer).
Contact details are:
Sarah Butler – Ph: 4465 2632
David Loneragan – Ph: 4465 1364
Correspondence to Janet Bundey - PO Box
6067, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
Email: upperriverhall@gmail.com
Website: www.upperriverhall.com.au

FYRE
FYRE - Fresh Youth Regional
Entertainment - was established in 2004
by Kerrie McLeod and Karen
Harrison, directing a team of children
and young adults aged 10 to 18.
Its main objectives have always been to
provide a forum for youth to say what they
would like in terms of performance – be
this entertainment and artistic education,
music and singing, or circus skills and
drama.
A secondary goal was to mentor the youth in
how to achieve those objectives, from applying
for grants and funding, planning events,
advertising, marketing, and all aspects of event
management, from concept development to
post event editorials.
The youth had a hand in everything according
to age and capability.
An overall objective was to provide a safe
environment for youth to show their talents,
whether in voice, dance or using musical
instruments.

This series brought to you this month
by the Kangaroo Valley Voice
as a continuation of our commitment
to community understanding and to
stimulate the particpation of old and new residents alike
In the wide range of activities available.
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People Power

Summertime Band”
and lined up
community gigs that
FYRE also offered a forum for bands starting suited some other
bands, too.
out to have a go, with a substantial recording
In each case FYRE
package for the winner as incentive
provided a
FYRE successfully applied for government
supportive
grants to fund its endeavours through Music
environment for
NSW and Indent.
young people beyond
A “think tank” resulted in an annual festival
their immediate
originally called the Rock Wallaby Festival
family, friends and
and subsequently “Wildfyre”.
This festival showcased many different artistic community to find
their talent and
styles including bellydance, bollywood
develop their stage
dancing, mime, aboriginal dance and art,
presence.
graffiti artwork, circus skills and drama.
One such natural was
In the popular pinewood derby car race the
participants had to make their own car from a Andi Kirwan, who
went on to major
block of wood and some wheels and axles.
The FYRE talent quest has had an increasingly solo performances at Photograph shows Savannah Still, Caitlin and Olivia Mairinger and Emily
festivals.
Rutherford in performance mode KV Show
strong showing in the annual KV Show.
The Battle of the Bands was a regional event, Their example has a
to attend six-weekly local meetings to come up
really strong effect on other young people.
drawing talent from Illawarra, Southern
with new programs and solve the problems
The
principal
people
involved
have
been
Karen
Highlands and South Coast.
they pose: that is, people with time, energy or
Harrison (program ideas), Kerrie McLeod
FYRE has worked with other Valley
specific skills in social media, IT, design,
(administration
and
PR),
Sarah
Butler
(drama
community groups, including the Folk Festival,
administration, performance, film, or logistics.
program),
Mardi
Oke
(event
logistics),
Nigel
A & H Society and KV Public School, whose
If you think you could make a creative
(PA)
plus
lots
of
friends.
principal John Bond has shown strong support
Amongst
our
youth,
particular
thanks
are
due
to
contribution to achieve wonderful
by organising the whole school to watch all
Josh Stapleton, Jenny Jackett, Ben Winch,
community outcomes, please contact:
FYRE’s annual drama.
Chrystal Sherbourne, Indy Nutter, Jesse OkeKaren Harrison on 0410 410 144 or
The social cohesion across age groups in our
Turner and Josh Gorman. Donna Corbyn, Youth
youth is exceptional; this year the older
hawkefire@westnet.com.au, or
Development Officer at Shoalhaven City Council
students turned down the chance to do their
Kerrie Mcleod on 0421 880 153 or
has helped with funding and Nowra Youth
own play, opting for a combined production
barnes5@welldone.com.au.
Centre has offered its patronage.
with all ages 10-18 years.
But
more
help
is
needed
to
make
everything
FYRE has sponsored a school performance/
Tony Barnett
work and FYRE would like to invite new people
workshop by a fantastic music group; “The

FOR ALL YOUR EARTHMOVING REQUIREMENTS
Dozers
Graders
Excavator

44 651 177

Trucks
Rural roads
House/Shed
sites
Clearing
Horse arenas
Dam design &
construction
Decorative
Rock work

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123
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Star struck
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The ring plane is
gradually opening
By Gerard Keyser
and will be at the
greatest tilt by
As we go to press I can confidently
December but
state there has not been one truly clear Saturn, if it is
night this year, well not clear enough to available, is the “go
to” object for any
get a scope out anyway.
While it hasn’t been raining every day it’s observing session.
At every public
certainly been cloudy most evenings so the
viewing I’ve ever
observing log is just about empty.
attended I’ve always
I have been doing a bit of solar observing but heard people say, “It
even that has been on hold during early
doesn’t look real”.
February.
Hard to believe it is
The Sun is very active with multiple and large 1.4 billion kilometres
sunspots as well as high solar flare activity.
from the Sun.
Has this got something to do with the big wet
As Autumn
events or the big snows in Europe?
approaches the
Saturn by Hubble Space Telescope, four moons in transit!
Who knows?
If the weather gives a chance to observe later
They are good targets because
this month try observing Jupiter very early in
they are generally brighter than
the evening, in the west.
most deep sky objects.
The seeing will be poor for detail but many
While the All Sky maps in your
Jupiter Moon Events occur at decent hours
almanac display the M objects it
throughout February.
would be better to use a basic star
Most of these can be seen in twilight so check
atlas like the Pocket Sky Atlas.
the times on pp 112-113 of Astronomy 2012.
Some of the more famous are M1
The New Moon occurs on 22nd February so
– the Crab Nebula, M42 – the
maybe it will coincide with better viewing
Orion Nebula, M104 – the
conditions.
Sombrero Galaxy, M57 – the
Jupiter is setting around 930pm toward the end
Ring Nebula.
of February and by the end of March Jupiter
Messier has an impressive resume
will be only visible in twilight as it heads to
and there is a good biographical
superior conjunction behind the Sun.
sketch of Messier at the following
Jupiter is not the brightest “star” in the west in
link:
http://messier.seds.org/xtra/
Saturn
as
it
appears
in
a
small
telescope
the evening, that mantle belonging to Venus,
history/biograph.html
shining at magnitude -4.2 !
Milky Way has wheeled right over and deep sky Contact me for information about Star Atlases.
Next month I will write a brief article on the
observers begin to look out into the great void
markab@westnet.com.au
Transit of Venus which is occurring in June, a above our galaxy.
twice in a lifetime event for us and one that
Without countless billions of stars obscuring our
was closely tied with enormous advances in the vision we can search for all those faint galaxies
Science of Astronomy as well as advances in
in the rich constellations of Leo, Virgo and
Navigation and the accuracy of timepieces.
Coma Berenices, to name a few.
The Transit of 1769 is directly linked with the I suggest that if you are a new observer or
history of the mapping of the Australian east
have a telescope with aperture around 200mm
coast by James Cook.
or 8- inch that you start off with the Messier
Saturn, in Virgo this year, is rising at about the objects.
time Jupiter is setting (around 9.30 p.m. mid
These are marked on any star map with a
February) and will become the planetary target capital M followed by a number.
of choice by March.
Messier was a comet hunter who plotted these
As with most objects you need to wait about an objects so that he could avoid them and not
hour after they rise to get decent viewing.
mistake them for comets in his nightly sweeps.
The sky moves 15° every hour and 15° is about As his equipment was of inferior quality to
the minimum clearance from the horizon
that which is used today he was unable to see
before the seeing becomes passable.
enough detail to guess at their true nature.
This is mainly due to the extra atmosphere we His favourite telescope was a 7-1/2 inch
need to penetrate close to the horizon.
M99 in Coma Berenices
Gregorian reflector.

We welcome all
contributions from our readers to
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Great turnout for first bushwalk this year
We are not sure whether it was the
promise of a short walk or New Year’s
resolutions in action, but there were 28
people on our first Bushwalk for 2012.
The walk was along the ocean at Port
Kembla, taking in the Aboriginal history
of the area and looking at the remains
from World War Two.
A bonus was the brilliant blue sky, a gentle
breeze and glorious views over three of the

Five Islands that are scattered along this
section of the coast.
Our first port-o’-call was the beautifully
situated Breakwater Café, for strong coffee and
cake.

This is to be found in the Historic Precinct
adjacent to Port Kembla’s Outer Harbour, where
there are the remains of pill-boxes in which lone
soldiers kept lookout for enemy ships, gun
emplacements and a paddock of, visually
stunning, tetrahedral anti-tank barriers. There is
also a relic of a steam driven crane, from the
busy port days, that was used to build the
breakwater.
We then walked down to the beach, heading
south
towards
Red
Point
with the
Tom
Thumb
Islands
to our
left and
a 198metre
chimney
to our
right.
When
we did
the recce
the week
before it
was an
easy
walk
along
the rock

platforms around the headlands, but this Sunday
the waves were high and only a few braved the

potential wetting, well worth it to see the
amazing tessellations and to have Tom, Simon
and Peter help us along the ledges – thank you
to all three.
At the end of Fisherman’s Beach the track
leads up from the sand and then it is a short
250 metres up a very steep hill to the top of
what is called Hill 60.
The 360-degree view from the top is
spectacular and it is easy to see why it was a
great vantage point during the war.
This area was also where British troops
gathered in 1826 as a show of force to the local
Aboriginal people; further along there are four
dreamtime poles as a recognition of the
sacredness these sites had had for the tribes for
thousands of years (the large middens nearby
provide evidence that the aborigines had lived
here for this period).
This is a lovely walk to do to remind us all that
Port Kembla is not just a town of smoke stacks
and steel.
Lee Sharam

Kangaroo Valley Fudge House
& Ice Creamery
Famous fudge...hand made the old fashioned way!

158 Moss Vale Road Ph 4465 1375
Open 8.30am - 5pm EVERYDAY!

Congratulations to Ben Winch... Kangaroo Valley
Show Champion Honey for 2011 & 2012!
Available exclusively at The Fudge House
Spoil yourself with a Fudge House Devonshire Tea...
now with home made savoury muffins!
A pot of quality tea or a large coffee, served with 2 home made
scones, jam and fresh cream or a home made savoury muffin with
home made relish and butter, all served on vintage china.
A wonderful way to catch up with friends and relax at the historic
Kangaroo Valley Fudge House!
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Sex and your partner

So what has happened to Sean and Mary and
what is the best way to navigate their sex lives
from here on in?
Sean and Mary met eighteen years ago, What has happened is automatic domestic rituals,
they live together, they love each other like shopping, watching TV, cooking and going
but they rarely have sex anymore and if out to work and play, have replaced the
emotional aspects of their lives.
they do it is on a Saturday morning
All very nice but where is the spark and the
before the shopping.
emotional feelings of truly being wanted and
It was different when they first met, then they
loved during sex.
couldn’t take their hands off each other 24/7.
The first thing to do is have ‘that’ talk every now
But sex rarely happens now and it is never
and again. Set a time to have ‘that’ talk over
talked about. If you asked them if they are
dinner, and a bottle of wine would be good too,
happy with this arrangement, you would get
and ask each other how they feel about their
different answers from each of them.
Sean would say he would definitely like more relationship and their sex life.
sex. Mary would say they are just comfortable This will break the ice and Sean and Mary will
being with each other and talking about sex is begin to hear emotions and feelings that you
haven’t heard for a long time.
unnecessary.
If you feel vulnerable doing this, then this is
They will have no idea that each other feels
good as being vulnerable provides the intimacy
differently about the matter.
that has been missing.
Some couples in long-term relationships are
very comfortable being just good companions, Our brains stop sexualizing our partners when
we have been together a long time, as he/she is
having household and domestic lives with
well known, he/she is safe and domestic life is
known rituals that engender feelings of being
comfortable.
safe together.
The brain is lazy and like any muscle it needs a
Life moves along quite nicely without sex
sex work out.
being mentioned, thank you very much!
What is missing is a sense of intimacy and it is This means consciously thinking about your
partner at some time during the day in a sexy
hard to do this without each partner being
prepared to be vulnerable. (Good relationships way.
Think about how sexy he/she was when you first
thrive on vulnerability and sharing dreams
met, the sex you had then and the risks you took
about the future.)
doing it.
Think about him/her in wet pair of bathers or in
great pair of gorgeous underwear. Think about
COMMUNITY CARE
how great his/her chest is, his/her legs are and
how handsome and kind he/she is deep down.
WORKERS/
When you begin to share sex your brain releases
DOMESTIC HELPERS
some great chemicals, which will
provide you with feelings of
closeness, being wanted/validated
We are a private homecare
and feelings of great intimacy.
organisation seeking Casual
None of these you can get from
Employees in the Valley region.
shopping.
Duties include Personal Care,
Domestic, Respite Care and for those
qualified, more complex needs with
the use of mechanical aids.
Experience with challenging
behaviours could be a bonus.
We are seeking people willing to
work a broad span of hours and the
possibility of weekends.
Car and mobile phone essential and
carers must have the ability to work
as part of a team, possess sound
people skills
and follow procedures.
We are a Sydney base company,
however, interviews will be
conducted locally or Nowra.
Please phone Jenny
During business hours on

9520 2966

You can email Gerry on:
gerrynorthcounsellor@gmail.com or see his
web page, gerrynorthcounsellor.com.
M 0411 368 142
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Lessons
on leadership
During the past few months there have
been many Leadership Camps for
young people.
All report a terrific time was had by all the
participants. Lots of adventurous and exciting
activities.
But I question – Was it a Leadership Camp?
Sadly the title “Leadership” is misused.
Did the participants Lead the activities?
Were they debriefed or critiqued on their
ability to lead or their style of leadership?
Were they given examples of good or bad
leadership?
Did they have to use their moral courage in
making decisions?
A true Leadership Camp should contain
activities that the participants can lead; where
they can observe others leading; compare
styles and know what it is like to ‘need good
followers’.
The teams should develop a good format where
honest criticism and praise can be given so
that participants can leap off the shoulders of
other people’s experiences.
The activities should be a mixture so as to
encourage the various abilities of the
participants.
The “Camp” itself should encourage the
participants to help run the everyday
domestics.
Were they made responsible for any part of the
camp?
Was a leader appointed?
This part of the leadership should also be
debriefed.
Contributed by Derek Lucas
Our reader’s write contributions
are welcome at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY
SHOP 2 / 162 MOSS VALE RD.

PH. (02) 4465 2772

FAX (02) 4465 2773

OPEN 6 DAYS: MON-FRI 9 am to 5 pm
SAT 9 am to 12 noon
For all your Prescriptions and all Pharmaceutical Requisites.
NATIO (Natural Australian Beauty) COSMETICS
Tired of misplacing your scripts.....
We can take care of your prescriptions in our filing system.
See us about the Webster-pak System that sets out all tablets and capsules in blister
packs for each time of the day, for each day of the week.

COME IN AND SAY HELLO
TO JAN & DAN COLE
AT YOUR PHARMACY
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The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley
Presents the summer exhibition

From February 1, to March 31, 2012

Featuring the work of 42 artists in the fields of painting, sculpture, photography and jewellery.
Some excellent antique furniture also available.
Includes above: Waratahs Jervis Bay—oil by Julie McKenzie

The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley

149 Moss Vale Road

Open 10 am till 4 pm each day. thegallery@kangaroovalley.nsw.au 44 651 621
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Fire Permits At this
stage, permits will still
by Cinderfella
be required through
until the end of March
There hasn’t been much happening
and are obtainable
since last report, apart from some
from the KVRFS
heavy rain. (We’re thinking about
permit officers.
changing our name to the Kangaroo
Training Every
Valley Rural Flood Service and buying Wednesday from
a boat.)
6.00 pm at the fire
The brigade put in their usual assistance station
Maintenance
at the Kangaroo Valley Annual Show,
Sundays, 9.00 am to
being involved in the Grand Parade and
providing water for the junior and senior 10.00 am at the fire
station
Iron Man and Iron Woman events – not
Info Contact Dave
that the course needed much wetting down (Dusty) Smart on 0427
this time, but it certainly adds to the fun
651718 if you’d like to
each year.
know more about the
brigade
The guys laying a foam line around a pile burn to prevent escape. Left to
and its
activities. Right: Andrew Morrison, Nic Morrison, Dave Alexander (hidden in back)
Neil Breeze, Keith Nelson, Mike Gorman
February
call-outs
Only one call out for the last month Guide to action: March
which was to a reported Motor Bike No fires this season means potentially a worse
accident but turned out to be false
fire next season.
alarm as we located the crash scene All this rain creates perfect conditions for grass
but they had managed to continue
fires and extra dropped branches and foliage
on their way. Good turnout with a
through winter, so be vigilant about clearing
crew of five responding.
gutters regularly and removing debris from
your Asset Protection Zone (or APZ) around
Did you know? You can join any
the property.
time. Training has already started
We’re happy to assist with large burn piles and
for a couple of new recruits. Come property assessment.
along and check it out at the fire
News
shed Wednesday evening.
We now have these photos of some of the team
Mike Gorman, Neil Breeze, and Dave Alexander show off
in those new fire helmets – enjoy!
the new helmets.
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Valley finance views
by Abacus

The crushing austerity policies forced
on Greece will fail to halt a default.
In the meantime, there has been little
focus on what is occurring in the
prosperous EU countries.
And it is the same as what would happen
here if the RBA dropped interest rates
(and the banks followed) down to 0.50%:
there would be a housing boom.
Prices would rocket, and in time, they
would then bust. There is an almighty
property bubble throughout much of
Europe.
UK housing prices quadrupled from 19952005, fell during the crisis and are now rising
back to their peak.
In France, housing prices are up 120% in 12
years.
Less so in Germany, but in 2011 prices in
capital cities were up 10%.
In Switzerland, prices are up 50% in the same
period, and in Belgium they have doubled.
The Dutch market is considered one of the
highest inflated markets in the world.
In Austria, prices are up 60% in 7 years, and
the Danish market doubled in 10 years before
falling back slightly, whilst the Swedish
market has doubled in 10 years.
In Norway, its up 50% in the 5 years and
similar for Finland.
What does this mean? While the world
focuses on Greece, the rest of the surrounding
economies are setting themselves up for some
serious economic busts in the near term.
The property prices are multiplies of the
average wage, and grossly underperforming on
a rental basis and in the end there must be a
return to the mean.
But if you want to consider bubbles, ponder
this. In January 2012, cattle prices in the USA
experienced six record prices.
They just kept breaking past records.
In graph terms this is what prices have been
doing, going back to 1964.
At the end of 2011, beef and dairy farmers in
the USA held 90.77 million head of cattle.
That’s the fewest since 1952.
The drought could be the cause, but instead it
is the nearly 2 billion new middle class
entrants in places such as Brazil, China, India,
and similar economies that are creating this
enormous demand.

rises have been greater even than the European
countries bubbles, and we can expect the same
here too.

Visit our blog at http://abacusfinancialviews.blogspot.com/

PUBLIC NOTICE

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (now a Division of the
Dept of Environment, Climate Change and Water) are conducting
a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo Valley
and Budgong areas for the protection of the
Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby.
The baiting is conducted on various private properties,
NPWS estate, Sydney Catchment Authority estate
and vacant Crown land.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits and
Cattle prices are pretty close to being a global
1080 capsules in ejector devices at the bait station locations.
market. As go prices in the USA so they go in
Australia. Just before the new year, the front
All properties being baited are sign posted
page lead header in The Land said that cattle
with
the
baiting dates and an indication of which baiting
sales were a “buying frenzy” as prices just kept
methods are being used on each property.
leaping.
Dog
owners
are reminded to ensure their dogs do not wander
And yet, it is reported that farmland prices
as
dogs
are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.
across the nation are down 20% and in some
places have halved. There is a disconnect.
And a disconnect is where people make
money. Cattle prices are unlikely to be falling
anytime soon. Indeed food inflation generally
is rising faster than GDP and wages for this
very reason. Internationally farmland price

For any further information please contact Melinda
Norton, Alison Prentice or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS
Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on (02) 4887 8244
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Drinks – are they making you fat?
by Dr Rosemary Stanton, nutritionist
The majority of Australian adults are
now overweight. If you are ‘fat and fit’,
there’s good evidence to suggest that is
preferable to being thin and unfit.
Sadly, the evidence also shows that
most people who are overweight are
also unfit.
In looking at the reasons for why so many
adults (and about a quarter of children)
are too fat, a sedentary lifestyle is
obviously a major factor. We sit too much.
We drive distances that people once
walked. We spend our evenings in front of
a screen. We live a ‘spray and wipe’
lifestyle that means we expend much less
energy in our daily chores than earlier
generations.

No compensatory mechanism

Normally, if we consume a food, it fills us and
we fell satisfied and consume less afterwards.
Nuts are a good example of this. In over 20
studies where people have been asked to
consume nuts, they have spontaneously
consumed smaller quantities of other foods. Nuts
are satisfying.
The same thing occurs with fruit or bread that
requires chewing. After eating an apple or a slice
of wholegrain bread, the stomach sends a signal
to the brain recording that the appetite is satisfied
– at least for a while.
When we take in kilojoules from liquids, no such
signal is received. The brain does not register
that we have consumed kilojoules and does not
turn off the appetite or ability to consume other
foods.
Sitting itself is a problem. Even going for a
The body gets no more feeling of satiety from
half hour walk is not enough to make up for a 250 mL of juice or soft drink or alcohol than it
day and evening spent sitting. Experts in this
does from 250 mL of water. It appears that
area suggest we have desks at which we stand. humans lack the ability to register that we have
If that seems too much, they suggest we adopt ingested kilojoules when they’re in liquid form.
the habit of, say, always standing up when
The lack of compensatory mechanism for liquids
talking on the phone.
is not fully understood. It may be related to a
Unfortunately, it’s almost impossible to
lack of dietary fibre, or it may be that drinks pass
conquer fatness with exercise alone. We also
quickly through the mouth. When we eat foods
need to look at what and how much we eat and that require chewing, we stimulate the
drink. This month, I’ll concentrate on what we production of some enzymes in the mouth itself
drink.
(if the food contains starch) or in the stomach
Most people understand that large portions of and small intestine (if the food contains protein
food or too many fatty or sugar-filled foods are or fat).
problematic. But when it comes to drinks,
At this stage, no studies have looked at whether
studies show that many people fail to
there is any effect from juices that contain
understand how liquid can make you fat.
dietary fibre because they are made from crushed
fruit. Some juice companies are starting to add a
Some people think anything liquid passes
form of fibre called inulin to their juices. Inulin
straight through the intestine to the bladder.
It’s true that drinking more will increase urine is one of the fibres present naturally in artichokes
so if you drink a juice containing inulin, be
output. But before the liquid gets to the
prepared for some extra wind!
bladder, it passes through the stomach and
small intestine.
In the stomach, some alcohol is absorbed.
Absorption from the stomach is especially
likely if you have an empty stomach or the
alcoholic beverage has ‘bubbles’ either from
the alcoholic part (such as champagne) or an
additive such as tonic added to the gin.
The more rapid the absorption, the faster you
feel the effects. Alcohol that is not absorbed
from the stomach is absorbed from the small
intestine and wherever it is absorbed, it
provides the same number of kilojoules.

Sugar-sweetened drinks
Sugar-sweetened drinks also add lots of
kilojoules. The sweetening may come from
added sugar or it may be the natural sugar
present in fruit. Fruit juices contribute plenty
of vitamin C and juices other than apple also
have other vitamins and some minerals, but the
natural sugars in fruit juice have just as many
kilojoules as the sugar added to soft drinks.
Indeed, a glass of soft drink averages about the
same kilojoules as a glass of juice drink.

Volumes consumed
The amount we consume is important for all
foods and drinks. When people used to squeeze
their own orange juice, most had only a small
glass. The home-squeezed juice was also often
diluted with some water.
Fruit juices in Europe are often sold in 150 mL
or 170 mL bottles. In Australia, however, even
the small cardboard boxed juices sold as
suitable for lunch boxes are 250 mL and many
juices sold and consumed by one person come
in sizes of 500, 600 or 750 mL. That’s a lot of
kilojoules!
Juices bought in 2 or 4 litre containers, also
encourage people to drink more and to drink
juice more often. A typical modest-sized glass
holds 250 mL and many glasses are much
larger. There’s also evidence that the bigger
the container (of any food or drink), the more
people consume. Good for sales, but not so
good for the waistline.
Those who are very active may not have a
problem if they consume 250 mL servings of
juice, but for most people, including many
children, a juice every day is too much.

The ideal drink?
Humans evolved drinking water. It remains the
ideal fluid and is the first choice for most
people when they are truly thirsty. Few people
will refuse water when they are really thirsty.
Some people complain that water is boring.
Try adding ice blocks and a few slices of
lemon or lime.
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Kangaroo Valley
Garden Group
On Thursday 9th February the intrepid
members of the Kangaroo Valley
Garden Group ventured up to
Bellawongarah in the fog looking for
two properties in Tourist Rd.
In typical mountain fashion, the fog lifted
and light rain or was it just drizzle(?)
reminded us it was February but we
proceeded to explore two lovely gardens
at the homes of John and Jenny Funnell
and Elaine and Jack Mc Namara
Two contrasting gardens but unified by the
owners' passion for creating not only a
beautiful environment for themselves but also
generously sharing with other garden lovers.
Elaine and Jack's garden is now in its third

John and Jenny Funnell's place is also
several acres but on sandy soils posing
quite a challenge for establishing trees.
None of this was obvious as the
cherries, magnolias, maples, sasanquas
were all thriving and the sequoia forest
magical.
John has been a plantsman for many
years both collecting cuttings and seed
from overseas and also grafting and

ownership, all of locals, and is filled with a huge
variety of maples, oaks and a list of unusual
deciduous trees, some of which we could not
identify, roses, sasanquas, plus wonderful
exposed boulders, expansive lawns, a new
chicken house and vegetable garden.
Elaine was looking for advice as she is a newish
gardener but we were not able to offer much
except praise for what she and Jack have been
doing to date.
As in all gardens, the youngish trees, planted
twenty years ago, are now stretching out to touch
each other so a bit of judicious pruning and
culling was the best advice we could offer.

breeding a vast array of unusual cherries and
maples for his and Jenny's enjoyment.
Jenny is also a daffodil collector and we look
forward to a return visit in Spring to hear John
talk about grafting techniques as well as
seeing the blossoms in full flight.
Lunch was a pleasant affair on Ken and Trish
Jessop's deck and then gardeners were invited
to share in collecting cuttings to take home.
A garden shared is a pleasure and I think that
this day out was a great one!
Trish and Ken Jessop
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for choice with food.
Plump mangoes ripening on the tree out back,
Thai food, Greek food, Italian, Malay served up
fresh from the Mindil beach markets.
Those memories are with me for life and how
thankful I am for them.
Recently I gained a new food memory and that
was with my strawberry patch this summer.
What a treat to go out and pick them straight
from the patch warmed by the sun just enough to
tease us with that sweet delectable strawberry
scent.
Is it drifting through a maze of alley ways in
Venice sampling the sweet treats on offer form All through Summer my three year old had the
pleasure of eating them as well and this is surely
artisan bakers?
the first stich to that rich tapestry of memories
Moule Frites at a street cafe in Paris?
we get through our adventures with food and it’s
Whatever it is the thought of getting back to
exciting journeys it takes us on in life.
that particular moment and redoing the same
This month recipe is straight from the street cafes
things is irresistible to us.
Throughout my travels I have always made an in Paris the smell of garlic, butter and white wine
effort to jot down a particular time and place to working together to create a rich sauce just right
to slurp, slop and get right into to!
help recapture the magic.
Moules et Frites Serves 2
The sights, the smells, that particular time of
my life it’s all such a precious memory which 1 tsp Dijon mustard
1 egg yolk
all too often can be forgotten until a familiar
aroma wafts past your nostrils and transports 1 cup canola oil, plus more for frying
2 tsp white wine vinegar
you straight back to that time and place.
2 tsp frsh lemon juice
I would like to be able to explain why this
½ tsp sea salt, plus more to taste
takes place but unfortunately it goes beyond
Cracked black pepper to taste
my scientific experience.
1kg russet potatoes peeled and cut into ¼ “ –
The best way I can describe it is simply… it
thick slices
makes us happy.
1.2kg mussels, debearded and scrubbed well
Well that is if the food smells good if it’s bad
2/3 cup dry white wine
then I guess we will feel quite unwell.
2 tbsp butter, cubed
I remember the smell of banana bread
permeating through the inside of our house as 3 celery sticks, finely chopped
mum would use all the overripe bananas from 1 ½ leeks light green and white parts, cut into
¼ - thick slices
the tree outside.
½ large yellow onion, finely chopped
Growing up in Darwin meant we were spoilt

What is it that evokes those heartwarming memories from our
adventures with food?
Is it a juicy slice of watermelon on a hot
summers day from our childhood? is it
walking along the beach and digging up
cockles as the sun is setting, catching that
massive barramundi up in Northern
Queensland then cooking straight over the
camp fire only an hour after it’s caught?
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Food for thought
with the seasonal Chef
Make the mayonnaise:
In a large bowl, whisk mustard and egg yolk.
Whisking constantly, slowly drizzle in oil in a
thin stream until it begins to emulsify: whisk in
vinegar, lemon juice, salt and pepper. ]
Set aside.
Make the fries:
Pour oil into a large heavy base pot to a depth
of 2” and heat over medium high heat until a
deep fry thermometer reads 170’.
Add potatoes and cook until tender, about 8
minutes.
Using a slotted spoon transfer fries to a rack set
over a rimmed baking sheet.
Chill. Increase oil temperature to 180’.
Working in batches add chilled potatoes and
cook until golden brown and crisp, about four
minutes. Using a slotted spoon, return fries to
rack, season with salt.
Meanwhile make the mussels. Heat a high
sided skillet over high heat. Add mussels,
wine, butter, celery, leeks, and onions, season
with salt and
pepper and cover
skillet. Cook
occasionally
shaking skillet
until all mussels
are, about 5
minutes. Divide
mussels between
two large bowls.
Serve with fries and mayonnaise.
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to give it.
Valley afford
I have been to plenty of veggie gardens that are
placed directly south of a large bank of trees or
a fence.
gardening tips against
This will have consequences on your yield, so if

fom Mark Mclennan the patch is in the shade for half the day, expect

Recipe for success, what to do,
cucumber tips
Have you ever looked at some plant in your
garden and thought it doesn’t seem to be
growing as well as it could, or as healthy as it
should.
There are a few simple easy steps to ensuring
an amazing garden.
Obviously there are huge complexities to the
science of growing plants, but if we just stick
to the basics we should solve most of the
problems.
So here are the hot tips to ensuring an amazing
garden.
Sunlight
Nutrients (normally well composted and
free draining soil)
Warmth
It might amaze you to know but every plant
needs sunlight, even those that live in deep
rainforest need a proportion of sunlight, the
very process of photosynthesis requires it.
Some plants like hydrangeas can grow quite
well in complete shade, but most require at
least partial sunlight.
However if you are a vegetable garden grower
your crop requires as much sunlight as you can

half the yield.
The best course of action is to locate it as close
to a house door and in full sun.
Nutrients can come in several forms and some
people may dabble in the exciting form of
hydroponics.
However for the majority of us nutrients for
plants needs to be sourced from the soil. If you
have an area you would like to develop, in
simple terms you should dig through some
decomposed manure (e.g. horse or chook).
Secondly add a thick layer of sterilised soil or
compost, and thirdly heavily mulch to eliminate
invasive weeds popping up.
There are of course no dig gardens, but we will
discuss them in a later issue.
An important factor to include is how well the
area will drain.
Maybe you need to ensure the bed runs down
hill, or place some drainage beneath.
Most plants dislike wet feet.
There will, with every location, be specific
environments that may need a more specialised
treatment e.g. application of dolomite lime.

Cucumber tips:

What a wonderful plant, this unlike the tomato,
is like a sophisticated early twenties person.
It will get along fine in life provide it is given a
little support.
There are plenty of varieties out there, so
experiment and see what you like.
The beauty of the cucumber plant is that it
doesn’t get too big, and will if given plenty
Its quite obvious that plants don’t grow in the
of sun produce large yields of cucumbers.
polar region, but it might not be so obvious that
They do however need a very solid framework
some plants also die off over winter.
to climb on, and don’t tolerate strong winds as
Read the packaging or label carefully when you
the plant can break easily.
purchase the plant or seed and ensure you place I have used an old bed frame in the past as a
it somewhere you will get the best results.
support.
Some frost/winter sensitive plants in
Be sure to pick the cucumbers smaller rather
Kangaroo Valley and surrounds will last all
than letting them get to big, don’t worry they
the way through winter provided they are
will keep producing.
protected by frosts.
Cucumbers are best started by seed, but can be
You can do this by moving them inside, or
purchased as seedlings.
placing them up against a wall that will retain the
When the plants leaves start looking as though
heat through the cold night.
they have mould on them you will know that
For example depending on your location, but it is
the plant is nearing its end.
possible to grow chilli plants all year round in
Apple cucumbers are best with rock salt and
Kangaroo Valley.
eaten immediately.

Passionate about gardening.
We specialise in;
·
·
·
·
·

Design Construction Maintenance
0439 456 356
info@deliciousgardens.com.au

Garden advice
Constructing vegetable gardens
Constructing vegetable enclosures
Garden maintenance
Lawn care

Our aim;
‘To see every backyard with an edible
garden’
Visit us at;
www.deliciousgardens.com.au
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1, 2, 3—Out!

with my craft
cupboard.
I have more
unfinished craft
items than I care
to admit to.
I have had to tell
the truth about
time and my use
of it.
It's not good enough any more to say, "well,
I'm planning to finish that when I get time."
The simple fact is that I use my time for other
things and craft is coming low down the list of
priorities right now.
I can say now that I probably won't ever finish
some of these unfinished items, and just by
saying that I have found the freedom to let
them go.
The act of physical decluttering has made me
do some work in emotional decluttering and
telling the truth.
It has been surprising but very worthwhile.
Cecily Paterson

Drinking Water Policy

Council’s catchments, storages, treatment
facilities and the complete distribution system.
“The Drinking Water Policy provides the basis
for sustainable management practices by
ensuring the City’s drinking water supply
operation and development is consistent with
long term economic, social and environmental
criteria,” said Clr Green.
“This Policy is an important step in formalising
the levels of service required to achieve
ongoing high quality water management.”
For more information visit
www.shoalwater.nsw.gov.au

my higher priorities.
After I told the truth I could get rid of the jeans.
It was a little bit harder to deal with the urn in
When I first started on my decluttering my pantry.
journey I thought that it would be a
I bought this three years ago with great intentions
of inviting lots of people around and serving lots
simple matter of removing items from
of cups of tea.
my house. I was wrong.
Getting rid of things I don't need or want Unfortunately it broke after its first use and it has
been sitting in the bottom of the pantry ever
has been an exercise in truth telling.
since. "I'm sure I can fix that," I said to myself
I had an idea that when I came to a pair of
jeans that have been sitting in my cupboard for back then. "It would be a waste to get rid of it."
Three years later I still haven't bought the glue
three years, unworn and a size too small, I
with which to fix it.
might have to bite the bullet and admit that I
I have had to admit to being lazy and
am too large for them.
When the little voice in my head reminded me unconcerned.
The image I like to carry around of myself of
that I might fit into them next year because I
being someone who fixes things has had a slight
am thinking of getting fitter and losing a few
kilos, I had to tell the little voice that the reality denting.
Still, now that I have told the truth I can get rid
is that I don't want to be fitter and I am not
of the urn. (By the way, I am donating it to a
going to do the work to lose those few kilos.
charity shop with all its pieces. Hopefully
I might think that being fit would be a good
someone with actions rather than just intentions
thing but the fact that I sit on the couch more
might fix it and use it.)
than I get up to walk shows me pretty clearly
Even more galling to my pride has been dealing
The promotion of community participation in
decision making processes and ensuring
Shoalhaven City Council has endorsed community expectations are considered.
The regular monitoring of drinking water quality
the new Drinking Water Policy
following a period of public exhibition. and effective reporting of relevant and timely
The new Policy provides the community with a information.
The continual improvement of management
commitment to the sustainable management
and supply of safe, high quality drinking water. practices through the assessment of performance
against corporate commitments and stakeholder
Provisions under the Policy include –
The management of water quality at all points expectations.
Shoalhaven City Council Mayor, Paul Green said
along the delivery network, from the water
the Policy provides a basis for the operation of
source to the consumer’s tap.

Moss Vale Road (near Dan the pharmacist)
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The Sports
Report
Show results 2012: The Champions
Bernie Nixon Champion Rider:
Stacey Jorgenson
Supreme Champion boy or girl rider :
Lucy Williams
Champion Female Holstein Friesian:
“Clinton Park’’ Walker Family
Champion Junior Holstein Friesian:
“Glenhaven”, J and G Good
Supreme Beef Cattle Exhibit:
McLachlan group
Champion Bird of the Show: Robert Hunt
Champion Ribbon Best Vegetable Exhibit:
I Goodger
Champion Ribbon Best Cut Flower Exhibit:
Dianne Blanche
Champion Ribbon: best decorative Exhibit:
Ken Chittick
Champion Ribbon Best six Eggs:
Peter McGrath
Champion Ribbon Best Fruit Exhibit:
I Goodger
Best Photography Exhibit of the Show:
David Donovan
Champion Junior Photography Exhibit of
the Show: Mohommad El Hommsi

Best Art Exhibit: Dawn Daley
Best Junior Art Exhibit: Olivia Alldrick
Best Pottery Exhibit: AL Lockyer
Arthur Blinman Memorial Award (Drawing of
Hampden Bridge) Kyash Nutter(10 yrs and
under). Molly Good (11-15 yrs)
Champion Ribbon Pet:
Taidgh and Even Larkin – quacka duck
Champion ribbon Pup or dog
Luka Russell - Pepper
Most Successful Boy Exhibitor:
1st – Cruz Turner, 2nd – Zane Nutter
Most Successful Girl Exhibitor:
1st –Caitlin Mairinger, 2nd –TaylorTurner
Junior Iron Lady: Jemima Paterson 1st ;
Montana Reynolds 2nd ; Cailin McCleod 3rd
Junior Iron Man: Liam O'Connor 1st ;
Jaxon Boyle 2nd ; Noah Thomas 3rd
Youth iron Lady: Katie Williams 1st ;
Rebekah Radic 2nd ; Eva McCleland 3rd
Youth Iron Man: Jack Beasley 1st ;
Campbell Harvey 2nd ; Patrick O'Connor 3rd
Open Iron Lady: Lexi Mounsey 1st ;
Jane Anderson 2nd ; Kristy Bramley 3rd
Open Iron man: Jarred Jeffcoat 1st ;
Jared Pentecost 2nd ; Jesse Piekar 3rd

Veteran Iron Lady: Katrina Thomas 1st ;
Alison Baker 2nd ; Sharon Selby 3rd
Veteran Iron Man: David Smart 1st ; Mike
Hayes 2nd ; Peter Wilson 3rd
Junior Show Girl: Olivia Mairinger 1st ;
Caitlin Mairinger 1st
Men’s Hay Stack: Wade Loves Boys-N.Jones,
D. Kennedy, W.Marcus
Ladies Hay Stack:
R. Radic, V. Fitzsimons & S.Kennard 1st
Junior Hay Stack:
J.Williams, E. Selby, L. Kent 1st
Talent Quest 11 Years and under
Jack Higgins 1st ; Luka Russell-Maya Britton,
Lily Magill, Sarah Krauth 2nd ;
Maya Tavener 3rd
Talent Quest 12- 17 years
Jennifer Williams 1st ; Dyami Kirwan 2nd ;
Jessie Stapleton 3rd
Talent Quest 17 – 70+ years
Josh Stapleton 1st ; Karen Harrison 2nd ;
Karen Harrison & Marti Oke-Come to Mama
3rd
FYRE People’s Choice
Campbell & James Patterson 1st
Compiled by Cathy Gorman

FOR ALL YOUR RURAL CONTRACTING REQUIREMENTS
Hay & Silage
Direct drilling
Ploughing

44 651 177

Slashing
Weed spraying
ChemCert
accredited
Consulting
Property
management

Geoff & Tania Sharman
Geoff 0409 289 122 Tania 0409 289 123

Rural fencing
Hay & Silage
sales
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The chips flew at the showground in thrilling axemen contests

ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE
MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
JOHN MCKINLEY
KANGAROO VALLEY
MOBILE - 0428610 508
A.H. - 4465 1181
FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING
* CHAINSAW OPERATING
* LAWN MOWING
* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES
* 4 IN 1 BUCKET
* TRENCHING
* POST HOLE BORING
* SOIL LEVELLING
* POLY PIPE LAYING
* ROTARY HOEING
* STUMP GRINDING
* ANGLE BLADE
* RUBBISH REMOVAL

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS
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Kangaroo Valley
Golf Club news

The Medal was won by Dave Purll
with a Nett score of 67 (4 under
Par).
Toto Mesiti was second, in the
Men’s, with a Nett 70 and Gordon
Thomson third having a Nett 71.
On Australia Day we held a Stableford The Women’s comp was won by
completion which was won by Suzanne Sue Weeks scoring a Nett 78
beating Suzie Wright on a
Greer with a impressive 38 points 2
clear of Suzie Wright and Sheila Young countback and Veronica Newman
was third with a Nett 108.
was third with 34 points.
The week leading up to Saturday 4
On the following Saturday, 28 January,
February was very wet but we were
there were enough starters for both a
fortunate that the Saturday turned
Women’s and Men’s competition with the out sunny and great for golf.
lowest score, by a member from both
Although the greens were fury and
Gordon Thomson doing the right thing repairing pitch marks
competitions winning the Monthly Medal. slow and the fairways wet the
scores were still very
square with the card and Sheila Young finished
good.
third with -1.
Rick Donaldson won
Even though Saturday 18th February was the
with 39 points, John
day of the Kangaroo Valley Show we still had
Rose was second with 37
a great roll up for the day’s Stableford
points and Suzanne
competition.
Greer’s 36 points,
Once again we were able to hold both a
scoring 26 on the back
Women’s and Men’s comp.
nine earned her third
David Golovsky won the Men’s with his great
position on a countback.
39 points, Phil Gane was second scoring 38
On Saturday 11th
points and David Purll was third with 36points.
February we had our first
The Women’s comp was won by Leigh Gilbert
Par competition, for the
with 37 points, Sheila Young second with 36
year, which was won by
and Laura Gane finished third with 32 points.
Andrew Houston with an
Our course is in great condition, despite the
amazing score of +8.
rain, and if you haven’t played here for a while
Ray Michelsons was
it is well worth the effort.
second, a long way back,
Until next time.. Seventy Plus
John Rose (President) making sure all mud was removed from irons

Watch for our weekly specials
Kangaroo Valley’s own

Open seven days a week from 6 am to 7 pm
The best fresh fruit and meat and grocery choice

Petrol, diesel, oils

Bottled and refilled gas

Ice and Telephone credits

32 Moss Vale Road, Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
phone (02) 4465 1986
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The happy
hooker
by Chuck

Burley

There has been no safari since
November last year and our next
fishing safari is this month.
We have booked Bendalong (30 Boronia
St.) for the nights of Friday the 16th and
Saturday the 17th of March.
It is essential that you book as the number of
beds available is limited.
Please let Mark Collins know as soon as
possible if you are intending to go in order to
reserve your place.
A cottage at Burrinjuck Dam has been booked
for the 4th and 5th May, this is a new venue and
sleeps 10-12, a great place to try our skills at
freshwater fishing.
More information on this will be supplied in
the next issue.
Remember we have available for sale: Club
shirts, $20, caps $10 and badges $5.
For membership and booking enquiries
please contact Gavin Fox on 4861 4841
(email gav1960@msn.com) or Mark Collins
on 4861 1091 (email
kiwiwingnut55@hotmail.com) or our local
identity Vinnie Winch on 4465 1448.
Enjoy your fishing …..

Chuck

Sports with a difference were on
show at the K.V. Show, including
(above) the modified lawnmower
contests which were willing affairs
given the muddy conditions that
prevailed. Champion of them all
was local lad John Wright who
was in a class of his own.
Left: the dog show arena was a
hive of well managed activity,
much appreciated by exhibitors.

Airport Transfers • Winery Tours • Corporate Travel •
Weddings • Theatre, Opera, Sporting Events •
Sydney, Canberra & Southern Highlands
Vehicles for all occasions
At Your Service
24hours a day & 7 days a week
Contact HCHC
M: 0400 921 239
E: info@hchc.com.au • W: www.hchc.com.au
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Them what whispers down the well,
About the goods they ‘ave to sell,
Will not make as many dollars,
As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers.

Eccles Electrical
Ph 44651037

email: eccleselectrical@westnet.com.au

*All Electrical jobs including- domestic and commercial

*Refrigeration/Air-con

*Plus Pump Repairs

~Emergency Service Available~

The Village Green Nursery
Pot Plant to Paddock—Natives, Exotics, Fruit and Ornamental
trees, Tubestock, windbreaks and Hedging

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Janet or Darren
for helpful service and advice
“council carpark” Kangaroo Valley, open 7 days

Kangaroo Valley Security

Regular and casual patrols of
properties and premises
Alarm responses – Security signage
Static guarding
Sales of alarms and associated equipment
Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley
Ph 44 651 659 Mob: 042 865 1659
Master Licence No: 407376632

J. Brian. Davidson

Painter & Decorator

(35 years experience)
including Colour Consultation. Fully Insured.
Reasonable Rates Call Brian for free
quotation for work under $1000

0412 227 292

Ian McLean
Home Handyman
$1,000 limit to
any “building” work

Tel: 4464 3267

Mob: 0427 643 267
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Electrical services and renewable
energy systems for your
home or business
Lic No: 46822C CEC Accredited: A3257263

P: 44 651 540
E:info@kangaroovalleysolar.com.au
www.kangaroovalleysolar.com.au

Mike and Cathy Gorman
MTA Member

Nerolie Barnes B.S.S. (Syd Uni)
Social Worker Counsellor
Appointments to adults, children and families
Fee covered by GP Medicare referral
Kangaroo Valley Phone 0412 579 498
Medicare 4285112Y

Same day repairs

Motor Mechanic Lic #: 106089
All Mechanical Repairs
Log Book Servicing
Brake & Clutch Repairs
Slasher, Mower,
Ride-on Repairs
Mig Welding, Tyre Repairs
On farm mechanical repairs
Plant/Heavy Vehicle Field
Servicing

19 years mechanical knowledge
and Licenced Workshop experience.
We provide full service for 4x4’s and motor vehicles

John Wright 0411 619 179
email Wassa@shoal.net.au

Wrights Farm Machinery P/L
Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley

Call Warren 0438 418 198 4465 1030
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Paul Obern Arborist Services
Qualified Tree Surgeon with 15 years Experience
Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding,
Thinning, Mulching, Fire Reduction Clearing, Dangerous
Tree Removal – All Sizes
Call Paul Tel 44651391 or Mobile No 0403610236
Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area

P: 4446 0713

chimneysweepgardener@hotmail.co

e : marknheidi@optusnet.com.au
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Specialising in Tung Oil for New & Old Flooring
& Environmentally Friendly Coatings

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter

7 Days, Emergency service

Call Mark or Margo
Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080
Lic. No. 11234
Servicing Kangaroo Valley for almost 20 years

For expert, practical bookkeeping advice call:-

BILL ALLDRITT BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
Providing a complete range of
bookkeeping services using MYOB, including:general bookkeeping
bank reconciliation
accounts payable
debtors and accounts receivable
payroll services

This space could be
yours
Just telephone

Registered BAS Agent (Reg # 07902 007).

MYOB Professional Partner
XERO Professional Partner
P.O. Box 6228
Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577

M:-0408 32 55 88
E:-billalldritt@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
W:- www.billalldritt.com.au

44 651 621
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Children’s activities were another highlight at the 2012 show
There was the popular fancy dress and competitve
bike races, the talent quest, the ring events and all
the pavillion events to cater for and encourage our
junior citizens to take part and they did that with sheer enthusiasm
and a high level of excitement which all added to the thoroughly
decent and rewarding atmosphere of the A & H Show.

Jack Kelly and Zinzan O’Reilly offer encouragement to Sarg in the
Dog and Puppy show.

Start your planning now
for the
2013 K. V. Show
February 15 and 16

J. T. Rebbeck - Earthmoving Contractor
4465 1329 Mobile 0414 744 258

The thrill of the chase! Nearly home

Kangaroo Valley Markets
are held on the 2nd Saturday
every month 8.30 a.m.-2.30 p.m.
with proceeds going towards the
Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival.

Reliable service,
excellent equipment, competitive quotes.

For more information contact
Jane Richter 0402 635 785 or email

kvmarkets@gmail.com
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Wot’s on in the Valley

Claim the date!

Special events March 2012
Sep 29

10th Buster Keaton Silent Annual
Film Show

Organisations are invited to use this page
to claim the date for any events they are planning,
so as to avoid doubling up and clashes with other groups

Mar 2-4 UP A RIVER...Festival & Fundraiser
Mar 11 Shoalhaven baby and toddler EXPO 10 am—3 pm Nowra High School
Mar 17 Open Day at Church of Good
Shepherd with 140th historical exhibit
Mar 18 140th anniversary celebrations for the Church of the Good Shepherd

Monthly events
Mon (1st)

KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – David Smart 4465 1214

Mon (2nd)

Environment Group – 6 pm – The Gallery in Kangaroo Valley –
Peter Stanton 4465 1688

Mon (3rd)

A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Donna Parker, 4465 2170

Weekly events

Tues (1st)

CWA 10 am to 12, 12 Speaker, 12.30 pm Combined Luncheon,
1 pm to 2.15 pm Meeting

Tues (2nd)

Pre School Meeting

Tues (2nd)

KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon Garth Chittick 4465 1367

Tues (2nd)

KV Pioneer Settlement Trust meeting 9 am to 10.30 am
Elaine Apperley 4465 2026

Tues (4th)

Lions Club. Carolyn Green 4465 1384

Wed (1st)

Pioneer Museum Park. Working Bee 9.00 am to 12 noon
Werner Bayer 4465 -105 or Phil Scott 4465 1968.

Thurs (2nd)

P. & C. Meeting – – KV School

Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and
Highlands - 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 8 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women's Bible Study
Anglican Hall 44651585
Tues
10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
44 651 364
Tues
Cuppa & kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 6-15 am
Wed
Pioneer Park Men’s Shed from 9 am
Finishing round 4 pm with a pint at
The Bowlo Werner Bayer 4465 1058
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact
44 651364
Thurs
Pilates KV Hall 1 pm—2-15 pm
Enquiries 44 651 958
Thurs
5 pm Golf Croquet
Walking group P.O. 10 am
Thurs
1-3 pm Women's Care & share Anglican Hall 44 651 585
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 8 am

Fri (2nd)

View Club General Meeting and Luncheon – 12 pm – locations as advised

Sun

Sat (last)

Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482

Sun (last)

Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman 4465 1140

Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Workbee. Contact Tess Heighes 4422 7147
for confirmation and location of meeting place.

Sun

Anglican Church 4465 1585
8-30 am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am

Bi-weekly events
Thursday (1st & 3rd)

Men’s Group— 7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 4465 1056

*
The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley
*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $48 per year
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know.
Please tick the appropriate box:

I AM A NEW RESIDENT
I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY
SUBSCRIPTION - (Cheque or Money Order only thank you)
CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS

Your Mailing Address:Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________
K.V. Voice Office:- 149 Moss Vale Rd , Kangaroo Valley 2577. Phone (02) 4465 1621
If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Powell
4465 1327
P&C
Bianca Murphy
4465 1182
Public School
John Bond
4465 1182
Scots College
Grahame Allen 4465 1089
Anglican Church Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School Jeanette Dumbrell 4465 2708
Catholic Church Anne Dynon
4464 1910
CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Isabel Butler
4465 1248
Lions Club
Lorraine Mairinger 4465 1031
V.I.E.W. Club Betty Allan
4465 1154
C.W.A.
Gwen Nelson
4443 3409
Amnesty Int.
Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment
Rosemary Stanton 4465 1711
Wires
4862 1788

www.kangaroovalley.nsw.au

EMERGENCIES
Police
13 1444 or 4421 9699
Ambulance
000
Poisons
13 1126
Integral Energy
13 1003
Lifeline
13 1114
Fire
000
SPORTS & EXERCISE
Bushwalking
Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
Cricket Club
Greg Thompson 4465 1531
Fishing Club
Vinnie Winch
4465 1448
Golf Club
John Rose
4464 2384
Hockey Club
Sharon Gomez
4465 1580
Pilates
Kate Manka
0414 482 345
Pony Club
Ilse O’Reilly
4465 1767
Rowing Club
Gerry Garrett
44651419
Tennis Club
Bruce Rodway
4465 1756

AGES & STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Gary Thomas
Cuppa and kids Cecily Paterson

4465 1485 Group Secretaries - please check & update details
4465 1585
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OTHER ORGANISATIONS

K. V. Show Donna Parker
0411014493
Alcholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Historical Society Garth Chittick 4465 1367
FYRE
Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Denise Wright
4465 1963
K.V.C.A..
Barbara Woodney 4465 1117
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam
4465 1756
KVRFB Captain David Smart
4465 1214
Iyengar Yoga
Rose Andrews 4465 1364
Osborne Park/Hall Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Elaine Apperley 4465 2026
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Tourist Assn
Lyn Obern
4465 1391
Upper River Progress Assn
David Loneragan 4465 1364

20 years in the Game
Lic. Work Shop
Lic. Repairer
Motor Mechanic, Plant,
Heavy Vehicle,
Mech Lic # 106089
Log Book Servicing For New Cars, 4x4s, Utes, Trucks, Tractors,
4 wheelers, Gators, Ride on Mowers, Slashers, Trailers, Small Motors, Brakes,
Clutch, Tyres, Pre- Pink Slip Inspections, Welding and Fabrication Metal Work,
Vehicle Restorations, Rebuilding, On Farm Field Service, Call outs,
Repairs & servicing at your place, 8 tonne Truck & 2 tonne trailer Cartage Hire

John Wright 0411 619 179
If undelivered please return to :-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
C/O POST OFFICE, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577
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